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GOP CONVENTION

LOCAL RED CROSS

Volunteers, equipment
respond to hurricane
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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The American Red Cross. as is its custom, was preparing for
the arrival of Hurricane Isaac before it hit the U.S. mainland
Tuesday. and this included volunteers from Murray.
Jennifer Wilson. executive director of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross. confirmed Tuesday that Bob
and Kathy West have flown to Baton Rouge, La. to serve as government liaisons in that area. In addition, she said the chapter's
Emergency Response Vehicle (ERV) was deployed Sunday en
route to lower Alabama. perhaps the Mobile area.
"Two volunteers from our Paducah chapter(Eddie and Patricia
Jordan) arrived there (Monday) with our ERV so they're ready
for whatever happens down there." Wilson said."We also have a
Graves County volunteer (Steven Van Cise) in Florida. so this
area is going to be well represented.
"It was important to get them down there quickly, because the
' individual disaster sites the Red Cross will establish had to be
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TRANSIT AUTHORITY

MCTA looks to make
strides in community

at Kansas City

By PAIGE GRAVES
Staff Writer

a Minnesota
at LA Angels

er

The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority has more drive than
ever to make strides in the community - however, the board is
awaiting a grant before concrete plans can be made.
Bjarne Hansen. executive director, said the deadline for submitting the grant was met, being turned in five days before deadline. The grant is currently awaiting approval. Hansen said he
called on Monday afternoon as well as Tuesday morning to
check the status on the grant. which should be instantaneously
received, as it would be a wire transfer.
Because the grant has not gone through to the MCTA account
as of yet. the financial report could not include that additional

II See Page 2A
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Wednesday: Mostly sunny
Highs in the lower 90s
Northeast winds 10 to 15 mph
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear Lows in the upper 60s
Thursday: Mostly sunny

Highs in the lower 90s.
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy A 30 percent chance of
showers after midnight Lows
around 70
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in
the mid 80s
Friday night: Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Highs in the mid 80s
Saturday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Lows in the upper
60s

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

Romney nominated; wife Ann
convention star speaker
TAMPA, Ha. (AP) — Former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney swept to
the Republican presidential nomination
Tuesday night, praised lovingly by his wife
from their national convention stage as the
"man America needs" and cheered by delegates eager to propel him into the fall campaign against President Barack Obama.
The hall erupted in cheers when Romney
strolled on stage and shared a hug and kiss
with his wife of more than 40 years.
"This man will not fail. This man will not
let us down," Mrs. Romney said in a primetime speech that sounded at times like a
heart-to-heart talk . among women and at
times like a testimonial to her husbands little-known softer side.
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unemployment.
Republican mockery 01 ()llama began
almost inslatill!, from the podium .t convention postponed once and dogged still hy
Hurricane Isaac. The Democratic president
0 es en
has "never run a coinpan. Ile .1,1,
run a garage sale or seen the inside of a
lemonade stand." declared Reince Priebus.
chairman of the Republican Part.
More than eight hours in length. the session inside the Republicans red-vv hite-andblue-themed coilsenton aa.l passed up no
opportunity to broaden Ronine's appeal.
Speakers included Hispanic candidates for
office: former Rep. Amu. Da% is. a one-time
Democrat and member or the('on:J;•ssional

•See Page 2A

Looking for something different, duo travels to Alaska
By PAIGE GRAVES
Staff Wnter
When Diane Wilson decided it was high
time she took a vacation, she found herself
in an unlikely place. In place of sand and
sun, she found herself among towering glaciers and on the top of a mountain. In place
of a swimsuit. Wilson donned a thick jacket
to protect herself from the elements. Wilson
went looking for a time she would never for-

get. and what she found was Alaska.
Wilson, who said she always wanted to go
to Alaska, has previously spent time in
Florida by the ocean. This year she said she
wanted something different.
"It was a vacation." she said. "I wanted to
go last year but I didn't have my passport.
and I wanted to fly into Vancouver. So we
flew out on July 1 and came back July 8."
Wilson was accompanied on her trip by
Donnie Underhill, and together they board-

ed the Statendam, then ship how Holland
American Cruise Lines. ThoulA the pair got
slightly seasick on the cruise. it t1 is nothing
a little Dramamine couldn't Ii x. she said.
However. Wilson said the hOilight of the
cruise was being selected to low Ow captain
in the crow's nest.

II See Page 2A

'Big River' to open at Playhouse
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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"It's the moms who always have to work
harder, to make everything right." she said.
And she vouched firmly for her husband.
who lags behind Obama in surveys among
women voters: "You can trust Mitt. He loves
America."
Earlier. the Romney. watched on television at a hotel suite across the street from
the convention hall as delegates sealed his
hard-won victories in the primaries and caucuses of last winter. They ended the evening
together in a VIP box just above the convention floor.
To send Romney and ticketniate Paul
Ryan into the fall campaign. the convention
quickly approved a conservative platform
that calls for tax cuts — not government
spending — to stimulate the economy at a
time of sluggish growth and 8.3 percent

By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent

Starting Friday. Playhouse in the Park will
present "Big Rirer.'"-a musical retelling of
"The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn."
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
11he show is based on the classic 1884
Jake Hunter, left, and Michael Martin Mark Twain novel in which Huck Finn fakes
are pictured as Huckleberry Finn and his own death to flee from his nasty. alcoholic "Pap" and winds up floating on a raft
Jim in a scene from "Big River."

down the Mississippi Riv em vv ith Jim. an
escaped slave. Set some time before the ('i%
War, the story doubles as an ads enture story
and a satire about racism and pies ailing
backward societal attitudes.
The book was adapted into "Big Riser" in

II See Page 3A
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and activities she experienced.
from a 4th of July Parade in
Juneau to being surrounded by
From Front
whales on her journey into
Glacier Bay, Wilson said her
-There were about 1,450 peoof the trip was dog
ple on the ship, and only 50 favorite part
mushing.
were invited to the two captain's
"It was something I always
nights," she said. "It was an
honor. We felt really special. We wanted to do, and when we got
went up in the crow's nest, and to the top of the mountain we
you could see the ocean through swooped down in the helicopter
the glass. Everyone was dressed and on the top there was a dog
up, and it was so classy, and village with Eskimo-looking
everyone was dancing. We were houses," she said. "My breath
all laughing and having the best just left me, and I thought, 'This
has got to be the best experience
time.
of
my life.' We got to rub the
The couple visited cities in
Alaska as part of the cruise dogs, and they had on little
package, including Ketchikan, booties. We had to rest them
Skagway, Juneau, Seward and about five times during the trip,
and they would start yipping
Anchorage.
Wilson, who had never seen and pulling and they'd be ready
glaciers before, said Glacier to go again. We took off, and
you could look off in the disBay was an amazing sight.
It sounded like thunder when tance and see more dogs mushthe glaciers fell," she said. "It ing. It was just breathtaking."
The weather hovered around
rumbled and roared like a real
bad thunderstorm, and then the 48 degrees for the trip, and that
pieces would just float into the was more refreshing than anyocean. They were so blue up on thing, Wilson said. She plans to
return someday because she
the side of the mountain."
On a train ride from Seward to loves to move around and travAnchorage. Wilson said she saw el.
"I would like to go back.
the Pacific Ocean and countless
waterfalls, which made for because I'm more aware of
some images she will never for- things to see now, and I was
get. Along the mountains were absorbing so much," she said.
little houses where guns were -The places are nothing like
stored, where people could here, and I can sit here and tell
shoot snow off the mountains to you that, but unless you see it
you won't believe it. It's all so
prevent avalanches, she added.
However, out of all the sights different. Amazing."
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Forrester case currently •Alaska...
set for Sept. 11 local trial
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The case of a man who
allegedly fired several shots at
members of his own family earlier this year in western
Calloway County is still on
track to go to a jury trial.
Jamie Forrester was in
Calloway Circuit Court Monday
for a final pre-trial conference
in front of Judge Dennis Foust.
Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Blankenship said a Friday deadline has been set for Forrester.
who was accompanied by public advocate Cheri Riedel, to
accept a plea bargain from the
prosecution and head off a trial.
"We really don't know what
the defense has planned in this
case (Kentucky law does not
allow opposing sides to see witness lists ahead of a trial), but
I'd say we have maybe half a
dozen people we'll call, so this
could get to a second day for a
jury," Blankenship said. "But
we've given our deadline, so
they'll have to let us know what
they want to do. If they don't
agree, then we go to trial."
That trial is currently sched-

•GOP...
From Front
Black Caucus; businessmen and
women and former Sen. Rick
Santorum of Pennsylvania,
Romney's most persistent, conservative nemesis in the nominating campaign.
matters,"
"Leadership
declared New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie, keynote speaker and
not coincidentally a Republican
from a majority-Democratic
state. "It's time to end this era of
absentee leadership in the Oval
Office and send real leaders to
the White House."
Mrs. Romney's appearance
was the highlight of the night.
and it turned the proceedings
into something of a his-and-hers
convention.
"1 read somewhere that Mitt
and I have a "storybook marriage. Well, in the storybooks I

uled to begin at 9 a.m. Sept. II.
Forrester. of Farmington, is
charged with four counts of
attempted murder. Kentucky
State Police allege he shot several rounds into an outbuilding
on Jones Drive near the Graves
County line on Feb. 18.
Blankenship said the building
contained four of his family
members, and the shooting
allegedly stemmed from an
argument he had with one of
them.
KSP allege Forrester then left
the Jones Drive location and
went to his residence on Mark
Duncan Lane a short distance
away. Troopers reported they
made contact with Forrestei at
his residence, but he refused to
exit the building and allegedly
barricaded himself inside it,
leading to several hours of
negotiations that led to Forrester
being taken into custody.
Forrester could face a sentence of 10-20 years if coulded. Blankenship said.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty.

read, there were never long,
long, rainy winter afternoons in
a house with five boys screaming at once," she said.
"A storybook marriage? No,
not at all. What Mitt Romney
and I have is a real marriage,"
she added in an appearance
meant to cast her multimillionaire-businessman-turned politician in a softer, more likable
light.
While there was no doubt
about Romney's command over
the convention, the residue of a
heated campaign for the nomination was evident inside the
hall.
Texas Rep. Ron Paul, who
never won a primary or caucus,
drew several dozen delegate
votes. Earlier, his supporters
chanted and booed after the
convention adopted rules they
opposed, but were powerless to
block, to prevent those votes
from being officially registered.

•Transit...
From Front

•

money. However, the board did
discuss the effects of Hurricane
Isaac on gas prices. From
Monday to Tuesday, gas prices
in Murray jumped 20 cents,
board member Rob Parrish said.
Despite gas prices, board
member Ken Cromwell believes
the MCTA is the "best priced
transit system in the county."
The rate of one of the routes
was recently increased, and
Cromwell said he was afraid the
people of the community did not
know the rates were going up.
-People feel like they were
getting no explanation," he said.
In, order to reach out to the
community in a more efficient
way, the MCTA will be working

on awareness and advertising.
"No one thing will touch
everyone," Hansen said.
The MCTA currently produces
handouts and postcards to send
to community members, with
the possibility of adding email
to their means of communication. Member Mark Welch presented the possibility of reaching out to the community by
partnering with a business to put
on car shows and drive-ins for
the people of Murray. Welch
said even if the event didn't end
up as a significant fundraiser, it
would be a great awareness
campaign.
Also on the table was the possibility of a newly designed logo
and slogan, as the board is hoping to provide a fresh image of
the MCTA. The next meeting
will be Sept. 25.

Photo provided

Pictured are Diane Wilson and her boyfriend Donnie Underhill
enjoying activities in Alaska.

II Red Cross...
From Front
completed (Tuesday) morning
so our people can get prepared
as safely as possible."
Isaac became a hurricane Tuesday
morning, achieving maximum sustained winds of 75 mph (74 is hurricane status). Isaac finally made
landfall on the coast of Louisiana
late Tuesday.
Wilson said the Murray chapter
was put on alert by the Red Cross'
national headquarters Friday. She
said an additional alert was received
by her office Monday seeking shelter workers but that was a summons
for which her chapter could not supply anyone.
-We have a few people in training
right now for that type of service.
but not ready, yet," she said, noting
that the Red Cross is not an organization that accepts people simply
wanting to work in a capacity
despite not having proper training.
-This service has been around for
more than 100 years for a reason.
They know the importance of having the right people in the right

places. When we have people join
us. we immediately ask them what
type of service they'd like to perform. then we get them on track to
where they want to go. so they can
be ready in times like this."
Wilson also said Kentucky chapters are preparing in case Isaac
moves northward into the
Commonwealth and dumps enough
rain to cause flooding issues.
Forecast tracks take Isaac's center
through central Arkansas before
sliding northeast into the St. Louis.
Mo. area by I p.m. Saturday. The
precipitation cone now includes
western Kentucky and northwest
Tennessee.
Justin Holland of Murray, observer for the National Weather Service
Office in Paducah, said Monday
that heavy rain will be the main
threat with this system. He also
said, as is the case with any tropical
system, severe weather, including
tornadoes, would be possible. tnen
as far inland as Kentucky and
Tennessee.
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Convention
protesters
try to arrest
Condi Rice
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — Police
in Tampa stopped a dozen antiwar protesters from entering an
event attended by former
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice after the group said it
intended to arrest her for war
crimes.
The protesters from Code
Pink carried handcuffs Tuesday
and tried to enter a performing
arts center. Rice was attending
an event in conjunction with
the
Republican
National
Convention. They said they
wanted to make a citizen's
arrest of Rice. She was George
W. Bush's National Security
Adviser when the Iraq War
started in 2(W.
Officers told protesters to
leave because they were on private property. They went back
to the sidewalk and several lay
down under sheets made to
look like they were bloodsplattered.
The group says it will try to
arrest other members of the
George W. Bush administration.

•Big
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times
REMEMBER, THIS IS KENTUCKY: Kyle Lewis takes aim on a basketball goal with a frisbee
as playing partner Rob DeBoer watches the attempt Monday afternoon in Murray. The two
said they were just trying to pass time on a lazy day and decided to get creative with their
activity.

Paducah Labor Day Parade salutes 'Women in the Workplace'
By BERRY CRAIG
Most Labor Day parades have one grand
marshal, but the Paducah-based Western
Kentucky Labor Day Committee decided
15 was more like it.
"That's how many we're having in our
parade-this year, and they are all women
who belong to unions," said Brandon
Duncan, president of the non-profit. allvolunteer committee which sponsors
Paducah's annual holiday processions.
The theme of Monday's parade is
"Honor the Women in the Workplace,"
added Duncan, president of Steelworkers
Local 727 in nearby Calvert City. "The
Labor Day Committee chose this theme
because of the great work and effort
women have contributed to our workplace.
We also want to celebrate the diversity,
influence and changes women have
brought into the workforce."
The honorees will .lead the 37th annual
parade down Broadway, the main street in
Paducah, an historic old Ohio River town.

Each of them will ridk in a shins I. \\ built Corvette from the local Cory cite
Club.
Since 1981, the famous Chevy spoils cats
have been made by UAW Local 2164 in
Bowling Green. K.
"We think this is a well-deserved honor
for all of these women, each of whom has
said Duncan, who is
her own story to
also financial secretary-treasurer of the .
Western Kentucky AFL-C10 Area Council
in Paducah."A lot of them are mothers
who have kids and still manage to work
and be active in their unions.A grand marshal is president of one of
the largest union lot:ills in the region.
Donna Steele heads 850-member
Steelworkers Local 550 at the U.S.
Enrichment Corp. gaseous diffusion plant
near Paducah. The facility enriches uranium for nuclear power plants.
The other grand marshals are Charla
Devine,,IAMAW District 154: Carla
Draffen, AFT Local 1360: Sue Griggs.
1BEW Local 816; Patty Grim. TeainCters

Local 236: Robin llobgood. Painters Local
Simi: Debbie Hosick and Amy Peacock.
both Carpenters Local 357: Deborah Poe.
leamsters Local 236: Kathy Jones Pearson.
Ironworkers local 782: Palsey Reeves.
Operating Engineers Local 181: ette
Russell. Plumbers and Steam litters Local
1 84: Martha \\ iggins
Chapter 22: Becky 1\ilson. lArdAW 154:
Wii.on. Laborers Local 1214.
and Sc lii
pie rite. leaturing live music, traditional
western Kentucky barbecue and political.
speaking w ill follow the parade. which
starts at 9:30 a.m. The procession includes
floats. local high school bands. antique cars
and tractors, fire trucks and other units,
wheeled :ind afoot.
Paducah'" celebration is one of the
largest Labor Day observances in the
Bluegrass State.
The first Paducah parade was held in
1893 and was sponsored by the old
Paducah Central Labor Union, an ancestor
of the area council. The original 1892
CLU charter hangs in the council hall.
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1985 to much is claim. with a
book by William Hauptman and
music and lyrics by country
singer Roger Miller. It went on
that year to win seven Tony
Best
Awards.
including
Musical, Best Book of a
Muscial and Best Original
Score. Ahhough the show features plenty of playfully clever
songs that remind one of wellknown novelty hits like "King
of the Road" and "Dang Me," it
also includes several ballads
that display a more subtle and
emotional side to Miller, who
died in 1992.
The show's director. Lisa
Cope, said "Big River" features
a cast of 42. making it one of the
largest casts in Playhouse history along with "Hairspray" in
early 2011. The ages of the
actors range from 7 to older
adults, she said.
Cope said she had wanted to
do -Big River- at Playhouse for
years, having seen a production
in Nashville. Tenn. in the '80s
that featured Roger Miller as
"Pap- Finn. Michael Martin,
who plays Jim. said he loves the
diversity of styles and tones that
Miller was able to incorporate
into the show.
"There's funny songs, there's
gospel songs, there's bluegrass
songs...- Martin said.
"There's
knee-slappin*
songs.- chimed in Jake Hunter,
who plays Huck.
This is the first Playhouse
show in which Daniel Milam
has acted as music director. He
said he loves the music from the
show and that his favorite song
is the ballad "Worlds Apart.- a
duet between Huck and Jim.
Martin said he was familiar with
the music from the show
because he had once used one of
the songs as an audtition piece.
He said he was very excited at
the prospect of playing Jim.
"It's a great .role for an
African-American actor, most
definitely.- Martin said. "It's a
lot of singing, a lot of lines and
just very empowering. It's
something I really wanted to do
and as soon as I knew Playhouse
was doing it. I thought, 'I've got
to audition.--

Dealing with the show's
themes of racism and injustice
has proved to be enlightening
for everyone working on the
show, especially for Martin and
Hunter.
"It's been a great lesson, I
think, for all of us.- Cope said.
"Because in our lifetime, things
have been different. (Slavery)
still goes on, but not so much in
our world. We've had some
really great conversations about
how it was. Why certain words
are hurtful and hateful and mean
and why we don't say them.
We've talked about the things
we've learned as a nation and as
human beings. We've had some
good conversations with Jake
about it. Since he's younger, he
really had to think about it."
"It's been pretty educational,"
Hunter said. "I've learned a lot."
Rehearsing together over the
last six weeks. Hunter and
Martin say they have developed
a bond similar to that of Huck
and Jim, even spending time
together outside of rehearsal.
Martin, who is a music major at
Murray State University, said he
has been teaching voice lessons
as part of a senior seminar, and
that Hunter and several other
"Big River- cast members have
been students.
"This is one of the most fun
plays I've ever done,- Hunter
said. "It's probably my
favorite."
Cope said it should be noted
that the show includes some
uses of racial slurs that are•
reflective of the time period in
which it is set. However,there is
not anywhere near as much of
this language as Twain used in
his novel. Cope said parents
bringing children should keep
this in mind.
"Big River" will run for three
weekends starting Friday, concluding on Sept. 16. Friday and
Saturday shows will be at 7 p.m.
and Sunday shows will be at
2:30 p.m. For tickets, call 7591752 or visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.
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Ann Blalock Maddox
Patricia 'Patty' Gail Saver
Ani, 1:5 a 131.iltkk Maddox Of Louisx ilk died Sunday. Aug. 26.
. Gail Sus er. 56. of Benton. died Aug. 26. 2012 at

Obituaries
Tex Todd
lodd. 85. of Almo. died Monday. Aug. 27. 2012 at hei
home.
Tex was a membei of Goshen I iIltd Methodi.t Church.
She retired fr
County Hospital after 40
MUITitY CalloY%
years where she worked as a surgical nurse and head ol surgery
She is preceded in death by her husband. Dewey Chinon Todd
and her parents. Judson Irvin Moore & May belle adlington
Moore.
She is surVived by one son. Sam Todd and wife Nancy of
Eddy ville. three daughters. Tina Sexton and husband Steve of
Murray. Mina Todd of Louisville. Mimi Etheridge and husband
Bobby' of Almo, one sister. Mozell Bragdon of New Braunfels.
Tex.. seven grandchildren. Clint Todd. Andra Todd. Lora Sexton
Williams and husband Casey. Todd Sexton. Kimberly Dunn and
husband Roger. Tara Braddock and husband Kyle and Teela
Etheridge. two step-grandchildren. Adam Meloan and wife
Andrea and Amy Meloan. three great grandchildren. Alexandra
Dunn, Jacob Dunn and Addison Dunn. four step-great grandchildren. Brooks Meltian. Mason Meloan. Kinsley Williams and
Ty Williams, several nieces and nephews and great nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a.m.. Thursday. Aug. 20.
2012 at Heritage Family Funeral Home. Bro. Kendrick Lewis
and Bro. David Albritten will officiate.
The family will receive visitors from 4p.m. - 8 p.m. on
Wednesday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospice, 803 Poplar St..
Murray. KY 4207 I .
Condolences may: be left at w ww.iniesmillercom

Tommy Williams
Mr. Claud Thonia‘ I comy- WilIii,iis, te 87 of Paris. Tenn..
formerlY of Clinton pa.sed away at 3:35 a.m. Monday at the
Ilenr) County Medical Center.
liev,as a member of Oakton Baptist Church and Owner of
Williams Department Store.
lie.is survived by his. daughter. Becky. Tay lor of Hazel. two
granddaughter.. Ann Taylor of Birmingham. Ala. and Kell)
Taylor of Hazel. sister, Wanda Glidewell of Clinton. niece.
Teresa Steele of Paris. Tenn. and nephew. David Glides ell of
Memphis. Tenn.
lie is preceded in death by his wife. Madge Lunsford
Williams. Parents. Claud James (Doc] and Alma Mon-ison
Williams and Son-in-Law Rand). Taylor.
Gras eside services will be held 11 a.m. Wednesday at the
Oakwood Cemetery with Rev. Aaron Dowdy officiating.
Friends may meet at the cemetery'.
Donations can be made to Oakwood Cemetery. c/t) Eddie
Roberts. 2265 Hickman Road. Clinton. KY 42031. Brown
Funeral Home in Clinton are in charge of arrangements.
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2012 at the age of 8.4 at Roanoke Memorial Hospital in Roanoke.
Va.
Ann was born March 27. 1928 in Brandon to the late Parvin N.
Blalock and Ina Thurman Blalock. In addition to her parents. Ann
was preceded in death by her loving husband of
39 years, Jake H. Maddox. Jr.. who passed away
in December of 2011; four sisters. Murelle
Hughes. Opal Howard. Martha Jane Stewart.
Janice Miller; three brothers. Nelson Blalock.
Max Blalock and Joseph Blalock.
Ann grew up in a large. loving family in
Murray. She loved children and served as an elementary school teacher in Kentucky and Indiana.
with over 26 years of dedicated serv ice. Ailn posMaddox
sessed an unswerving work ethic and was class
valedictorian in her graduating class at Kentucky
Wesleyan College. a task she accomplished while raising three
young boys. Ann had a wonderful gift of music, being able to play
piano by ear-. She regularly oversaw elementary school plays
and served as pianist for many school events and family gatherings. and up to her passing. brought joy to others with her repertoire of hymns. show tunes and popular songs.
Ann and her late husband. Jake. were active members at
Broadway Baptist Church in Louisville and Ann demonstrated a
deep spiritual faith throughout her life. Ann and Jake were a truly
loving couple. and travelled extensively until health issues intervened for both.
Ann fought a long and gallant battle against Alzheimer's disease with courage and dignity. In the face of this cruel disease.
Ann continued to possess a sweet and gentle nature. She was
beloved by the Emeritus community in Roanoke. Va.. where she
used utter her husband's passing. Ann brought joy to fellow
Emeritus residents through her gift of music and her kind and gracious way. Ann is survised by her first husband. T. L. Plain. sisters. Rachel Solomon (Jim). Bettie Gravette (Donald): sons. Tom
Plain (Ellen). Bob Plain (('indy) and Patrick Plain (Seonginani:
grandchildren. Brian Plain (Karen), Anne-Marie Plain. Alison
Plain. Jacqueline Waddell (Billy). Jake Truman Plain; Cheryl
Rago (Jim); step-grandchildren. Jeffrey Maddox (Patti) and Am)
Duncan I Travis): step great-grandchildren. Beatty Duncan.
Cooper Duncan and Parker. Gunnar and Jeffrey Dais id Maddox
and many nieces and nephews.
Special appreciation is given to the staff of the Emeritus
Memory Care facility in Roanoke. VA. as well as the Palliatise
Care Team at Roanoke Memorial Hospital. along with Chaplain
Gray Smith and Reverend Richard B. Brown. Visitation will be
held from I to 2 p.m.. Wednesday. Aug. 29. 2012 in the chapel of
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. 201 South Third Street. Murray.
Funeral services to be held immediately following at 2 p.m. with
Reverend Boyd Smith officiating.. Burial to follow in the Murray
City C'emetery. In lieu of flowers, donations for Ann may he made
to The Fisher Center for Alzheimer's Research Foundation.
Friends may send their condolences to the family at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements handled by J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Murray. KY. 753-2411
This is a paid obituary.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since 1854
006 Janes hick Aug. _13,116.47 -8.20
Air Products
82.25 - 0.29
674.64 - 0.83
Apple
16.67 0.20
AT&T. Inc.
BB&T..
11.53 + 0.34
Bank of America ................7.95 0.12
Briggs & Stratton ............17.14 + 0.14
Bristol Myers Squibb 32.90 + 0.01
Caterpillar
85.92 0.71
Cho ron Texaco Corp-.112.39 + 0.66
Daimler Chrysler
;2.10 + 0.51
Dean Foods
16.30 - 0.10
Exxon-Mobil
88.11 + 0.38
9.32 - 0.07
Ford Motor.
General Electric ................20.81 .0.04
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-0.t2
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business on August 28. 2012
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Time 11arner
t S Bancorp
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11al-Mart
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22.17 + 0.17
4;13 - 0.06
89.15 - 0.39
42.81 • 0.24
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25.26 + 0.61
-0.01
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7.12 + 0.02
- 0.22
41.53 - 0.33
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Shavonne Cohen Milam
mum 30. of

Alm. died Sunday. Aug. 26.
211 12 ill Loilisx ilk:. She 55 as self employed as a cosmetologist.
She was the daughter of the late Shannon
Charles Milam and Jessica Marie (Bohannon
Mason and husband. Rex of Nino.
She was preceded in death by her father and one
hi other: Shannon Milan].
She is survived by one daughter. Jazmine
Rozycke of Benton; one son. Zaden Mei/Inger of
Louisville: one stepson, Tyler Metzinger of
Louisville; one stepdaughter. Savannah Metzinger
of Louisville: three sisters. Shranda Milam of
Almo. Kimberly Mason of Murray. and Brand)
Milam
Mason of Murray: four brothers. Charles Milan) of
Louis% ille. William "Billy' Milam of Casar. N.C.. David Mason of
Almo. and (iord% Dow its of Mile.
Funeral sery ice will he held on Thursday. Aug. 30. 2012 at 3:30
pin. at the Collier Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Charles Stockdale
oft mating.
Visitation will be held after 12 p.m.(noon) until the funeral hour
on .1 hursday :it the Collier Funeral Chapel. interment will be at
Coles Campground Cemetery in Murray.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home of
Benton.

Murray. died Tuesday. Aug. 28, 2012. at
-Calloway County Hospital.
the NI
Born in Calloway County on Jan. 31, 1924. to the late Roy' and
Jewel Bogard. she retired from Fisher Price and was a member of
the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church.
In addition to her parents. Walston was preceded in death by her
husband. Johnny Gus Walston; two sisters. Zelma York and Dee
Waldrop: and by one brother. Troy•Bogard- •
•
She is sums ed hy one daughter. Frances Moss and husband.
Harold of Murray : two grandchildren. Johnda Moss of Murray. Jill
McCuiston and husband. Steve of Murray; as well as two greatgrandchildren.
A graveside service will be held on Thursday. Aug. 30, 2012 at
11:30 a.m. at the Murray Memorial. Gardens with David Bogard
officiating and burial to follow. Visitation will be held on Thursday-.
Aug. 30. 2012 from 9-11 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Staff Report
the
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Office, Calloway
County
Fire-Rescue
and
Calloway' County Emergency
Management conducted
a
Search and Rescue mission
Monday night. according to
County
Emergency
Management Director Bill Call.
Call said two mentally handicapped individuals walked
1,roim bane in the
;155 :15 from

Kirksey area at about 6:15 p.m.
and were reported missing. A
CCSO dispatcher used a calling
service to make automated telephone calls to houses in the
Kirksey neighborhood, which
resulted in several reports of
sightings. The two individuals
were located about 8:20 p.m.
and returned unharmed to the
Group Home. They had walked
about six miles in the two-hour
period.'Call said.
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Call: Local agencies conduct
search and rescue Monday

.1

Marshall

hei home alter a three and a hall year hard fought courageous battle with
Patty's time,on earth was short but well spent in her faith in Jesus
Christ her Lord and saviour.
Patt) was a member of Pleasant Vallcy Chruch
of Christ in Murray.
Patty was preceded in death by her father. Bill)
Joe Williams.
She is sursiyed by her husband a twenty years
John Suver. one son. Cory Burkeen and wife
Sharee and grandson Teagan Burkeen of Bon
Aqua. Tenn., her mother Marianna Turpin and husband G.W.. one sister. Donna Williams. four brothers. Joey Williams and wife Pam David Williams
Suver
and wife Susan. Mark Williams and wife Lori and
Jerry Williams all of Murray and numerous nieces
& nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to:
Vanderbilt-Ingrain Cancer Center c/o Gifts Processing PMB
407727
2301 Vanderbilt Place Nashville. TN 37240-7727 or
St. Jude Research Hospital 501 St. Jude Place. Memphis. TN
38105
Set-% ices are scheduled for II a.m. on Wed. Aug. 29. 2012 at Imes
-- Miller Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Family will receise visitors from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday. Aug. 28.
2012 at lines - Miller Funeral Home.
Tiny is a paid obituary.

(The number of times published or the length of one or more of
ihe preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
.space.)
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Golf tournament
set for Aug.30
l'he second Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare Golf Classic will be held
Thursday. Aug. 30, at 11:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club. Also included will be a silent
auction and lunch. Registration forms are
as killable at www.MCCHEndowmentorg or
by calling 762-1908. Pre-registration is
required. Hole sponsorships are also available. The endowment supports Murray Calloway County Hospital and the comDatebook munity through
numerous philanthropic
Jessica Morris. opportunities such as construction
of a resCommunity
idential Hospice House, purchase of new,
editor
state-of-the-art medical equipment and more.
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The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently or slightly used furniture or appliances for families who are living in
their transitional shelter. Representatives will pick items up, if
needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also be
provided. To donate items. contact Wendy. Michael. or Amanda at 761-6802 or thegentryhouse@gmail.com.

Blood drive scheduled
An upcoming blood drive for the American Red Cross will
he held Thursday. Aug. 30. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at WalMart. Murray. To donate blood. call 1(800) RED CROSS ( IMO-733-2767i or visit www.redcrossblood.org. Blood donors
must be at least 18 years of age (or 16-17 with parental con-sent): be in good health, weigh at least 110 pounds and pass
the brief ph)sical and health history exams given prior to
donation.

Kirksey ball still has openings
The fall leagues of the Kirksey Ballpark still has openings
in t-ball. 10-15 year-old co-ed softball teams and the co-ed
adult leagues. To register for a team or for further information contact Dianna at (270) 527-2072.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special Yteekly seminar and support group
for people who are separated or divorced. If you know someone going through a divorce, make sure he or she knows about
DivorceCare. It might just be the best thing you could do to
help. Meetings are at Elm Grove Baptist Church. 6483 St. Rt.
94 East. beginning at 6 p.m. every Wednesday. Call 293-2509
for more information.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Os ereaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all
types of eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield.
For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at
(270) 623-8850.

The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is planning a trip to San
Antonio. Texas February 18th-24th. 2013. Highlights of the
trip include The Alamo. Riverboat Ride along the River Walk.
Buckhorn Museum and Saloon, a guided tour of San Antonio
and more. Transportation will be by deluxe motor-coach. Deposit
for the trip is due by November 15th. For more information
stop by our Murray office at 630 North 12th St. call 759-5842
or visit our website at www.bankofcadiz.com.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cost an and Mark Kennedy. service officers of American Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday
from 1-4 p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the
completion of forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No
appointment is necessary and veterans are served on a firstcome, first-served basis. For more information call Kennedy at
752-3333.
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Mr.and Mrs.Talmadge Carmen Rile

Departure
ceremony
to be held

Mr. and Mrs Talmadge Carmen Riley. of Benton. still celebrate
their 70th yyedding awns ei sart Wednesdat. Aug. 29. 2012. Vk tth a
family gathering at their home
Mrs. Riley. the former Ruth Agnes Carter. is the daughter of the
late Ivan and May Crust ford Caner. of the Lynn Grove community
in Calloway County.. Mr. Riley is the son 01 the late Flue Carmen
and Clarencie key Riley .lit Marshall Count\
While Mr. Riley was III the Arm) and stationed in Texas. his
fiance. Miss Carter. mit eled to y isit him. The day. she arri‘ed. his
unit had been on a 20-mile hike yy thu lull backpacks. But this did not
deter them yy hen they decided to gel married that es ening! The Rev.
R. R. Willingham united them .Xug 29.1942. in Palo Pinto. Texas.
During World War II. Mrs. Riley taught school at Maple Springs
and Church Grose. both one iooin schools in Marshall County.
Later she taught at Bret‘ers and yy as a substitute teacher.
Mr. Riley serYed in the I S Arm). Company "B". 612 Tank
Destroyer Battalion during %Will War II and \% its taken prisoner in
the Battle of the Bulge. Dec. I . 1944. tie \% a, in arious German
POW camps until his release Anti! 29. 1945. Mr Riley is a retired
carpenter anti farmer.
They are the parents tit foul children, Ronnye Riley and wife.
Janice. Dennis Riley and tt iL. Phy Ills. Darlene Riley Miller and
Craig Riley and tt ife. Fa)c They are the grandparents of eight
grandchildren. Jennifer Riley Gillespie and husband. Wade. Valerie
Riley Smothers and husband. Ray. Jill Riley Story and husband.
Matt. Tony Miller ;Ind Yy M.. Samantha. Heather Riley Fiessinger
and husband. Jason. Sheri Riley Whitler and husband. Kevin.
Chad Riley and YY ife. \ll i and Buy an Riley. They currently have nine
great-grandchildren. Kal)nn Smothers. Jacee Story. Abby and
Megan Fiessinger. Kobe and Riley Gillespie. Mason Rik's and
Emilia and ()oilman Miller and Iwo'Isn't. on the way

Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT. K. Friends
and family will say farewell to
approximate!) 565 Soldiers of
the 2nd Battalion, 138th Field
Artillery on Friday. Aug. 31 as
they depart for the Horn of
Africa for a scheduled ninemonth deployment.
Maj. Gen. Edward W. Tonini.
adjutant general for Kentucky.
and the Kentucky National
Guard Command Staff will be
on hand at the Frankrort
Convention Center to send the
unit off.
Soldiers of the 2/138th will
deploy to Africa to promote
regional security and stability
and to protect U.S. and
Coalition interests in the region.
The Lexington. Ky .-based
2/138th stands as the most decorated unit in the Kentucky
National Guard having completed tours in Iraq and
Afghanistan during the War on
Terror.
The unit is expected to return
home in the summer of 2013.

Boating safety class scheduled
Special to the Ledger
1 he next L. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary 's Kentucky Lake
Flotilla free safe boating course
still he held Saturday. Sept. 8.
at Clarks Riser National Wild
Life Refuge Bunk House in

CUBS meeting set for Wednesday
Calloway l:nited Benevolent Services will meet on Wednesday. Aug. 29, at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. For
more information call Donna Herndon at (270) 293-8780.

The Humane Society of Calloway County is looking for
photographs of pets to be in their full-color 2013 Pet Calendar. Twelve photos will be selected for special "Pet of the
Month" placement and every photo is guaranteed to be in the
calendar on a date square. The entry fee for the first photo is
$25. The deadline for entries is Friday. Aug. 31. For more
information call 759-1884.

VFW to collect items
The Murray VFW Post 6291 and VFW Auxiliary are now
accepting and collecting donated items, including furniture. children's toys and clothing and tools. Items must be picked up
by or delivered to the VFW by Monday. Sept. 10. For information or pick-up, contact Commander Warner at 293-5457.
Chairman Furst at 436-6068. or the Auxiliary Commander at
(270) 489-2436.
The Bazzell Cemetery. located on Bazzell Cemetery Road.
just southwest of Coldwater. is in need of donations to help
with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis
Sanders. 8224 State Route 121 North. Murray, KY 42071 or
by calling 489-2212.

Volunteer training to be held
There will be a volunteer training Thursday. Aug 30 at 9
a.m. in the meeting room of the Calloway County Board of
Education. This session is for anyone who missed the training
held at their individual school. If you plan to volunteer with
the CCSD in any capacity for the 2012/13 school year please
attend this required training.

Please support the...
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305 South 121h Murray KY 753-'311
www.dkkelley.com

Please join us for

Weight Loss
and a Healthy Life Style
Thursday • Sept. 6, 2012

Every Donation Brings Hope

TOTAL CONSIGNMENT
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1196 State Route 121 North
Hoer Moo -Fri. 9 air 5 pm 8. Sat 9 am
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You're not alone...

Guest Speaker: Dr. William Robinson, M.D.

Please support the
Cl

By 0.$'. Kelley

Do you
struggle
with
weight
issues?

Photo provided

SPEAKER:
GUEST
Christina Coburn was the
guest speaker at a New
Beginnings Support Group
meeting held recently. The
next NBSC meeting will be
held Saturday, Sept. 1 at
Westside Baptist Church.
207 Robertson Road South.
Murray, at 6:30 p.m. with a
potluck meal and Toy Frazier
as the guest speaker. at 7
p.m. The public is invited.
For more information or a
ride, call 753-0156

FUN & FASHION

k

Benton. The course will conclude a series of 10 classes
taught by Coast Guard Auxiliary Instructors from the Kentucky Lake Flotilla.
To register. call Beak Canon
at 753-4934 or Bill Husfield
at 1270) 354-9966.

Humane Society seeks photos

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed

rs
,rs

Photo provide, I
HANCOCK ADDRESSES LIONS: Sam Hancock. center
spoke recently to the Lions Club about the process of bringing thousands of pigs to market on his farm in Fulton
Hancock also grows 3,200 acres of corn, wheat and soy
beans on the family farm. Shown with him are Lions vice
president Linda Avery. left and president John Bowers. right

'Furniture for Families' needed

Bank of Cadiz plans Texas trip

and husband.
if Murray. Jill
as two great-

email: communitynewstrinurrayledger.com

FREE Luncheon

at 12 Noon

Call 270.759.9500 for more information.
Attendees must RSVP as seating is limited

AIM
208 South 6th Street
ems
WI/
NV
Murray. KY 42071
270.759.9500
Rehabilitation Services

Heartland

_
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PREP GIRLS SOCCER: LONE OAK 5, CALLOWAY CO. 1

PREP BOYS SOCCER:
mt KRA% 3, NI kl FIELD I
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Learning the hard way

Murray boys
pick up first
win of year
Staff Repast
The Murray High boys soccer
team picked up its first official
win of the season last night on the
road against Mayfield, 3-1. The
Tigers were able to even their
Second District record at I -I as
well.
Murray broke open scoring in
the 17th minute on a successful
shot by senior Alex Ward with an
assist coming from classmate
Lucas Anderson. The Cardinals
hit the equalizer when Dane
Coles slid one by Murray keeper
Adam Melton at the 58 minute
mark. but Tiger junior Preston
Merriss negated the tie just some
two minutes later with an unassisted shot to make the score 2-1,
then followed it up six minutes
later with another score to give
the Tigers the final with 14 minutes remaining.
Melton did manage nine saves
for the Tigers on Mayfield's II
shots on goal. Murray fired off 13
shots at the Cardinal keepers.
who as a group saved nine of
them.
The Tigers will be back at it
tomorrow, as they host Trigg
County at 7 p.m. "

PREP BOYS GOLF
JACK KEES Ledger & Times
A group of Calloway County players await a corner kick to come in from senior Allie Daniel
in the second half of Tuesday's game. The Lady
Lakers were unsuccesful on the shot en route the loss against the Purple Flash.

CALLOWAY GIRLS NET
ONE GOAL IN TOUGH
LOSS TO LONE OAK

2ND DISTRICT
STANDINGS ICI
School
Graves County
Munay High
Marshall County
Mayfield
Calloway County

District(Overall)
3-0(6-0)
2-0(5-0)
2-1 (6-1)
0-3(0-7)
0-3(1-4)

Calloway
boys drop
match to St.
Mary

Staff Report
The Calloway County boys
Staff Report
golf team competed against St.
The Calloway County girls soccer
Mary at Silos Golf Course on
team hosted Lone Oak in a non-district
Tuesday.
game last night, where the team dropped
The Vikings fired a team
down 4-1 after Lone Oak had goals from
its fourth consecutive contest, this time
score
of 146 to defeat the
Taylor Fondaw, Shelby Kester, Gracen.
5-1
Lakers, who shot a 166.
Wheat, and Ashley Latham.
The youthful Lady Lakers got their
The Lady Purple Flash got its fifth Medalist honors went to Joey
one goal from senior Allie Daniel on an goal
on a shot by Kester with 14 and a Mayo of St. Mary who carded a
assist by Brianna Dodd with about 15 half minutes
35. Connor Wagner led the
to go in the game.
minutes remaining in the first half.
The Calloway goal keepers did save Lakers with a 38.
The Lady Lakers have only five sen- more than they let get in, with
Following Wagner on the
sophoiors on the team, and six juniors, and more Sarah Humphreys saving II
were
Matt
shots scorecard
their youth is playing a part in their and junior Deyvn Poston blocking three. McReynolds with a 39. Matthew
struggles. Head coach Mark Kennedy
The Lady Lakers moved to 1-4 on the Winder, who carded a 43. and
said the team can only use the exuSe of season after opening with a win against Preston English wrapped up the
being young for so long before it gets Heath, and now have two more non-dis- team scoring with a 46. Hugh
old.
trict games against Lyon County on Paschall was the fifth competiThe team is looking to hopefully pick Thursday and Daviess County Saturday tor and shot a 48. but was not
up some non-district wins in the upcom- at Marshall County in the Lady Marshal included in the total team score.
ing weeks before facing Murray High on invitational, before hosting Mayfield on
The Lakers and Lady Lakers
Sept. 8.
Sept. 4 as the first part of a boys-girls will travel to Calvert City
They will need leadership from (he doubleheader.
Country Club on Thursday
upperclassme
The Lady Lakers have been outscored where they will play in a quad
n. as well as, the drive to
JACK KEES ' Ledger & Times
Calloway County senior Sara Wann prepares to feed the ball to a team- perform in order to turn the season this season 4:1, and have yet to score match with Marshall County,
more than two goals in a game.
mate on an offensive break during last night's game against Lone Oak. around and break the losing streak.
Massac County, and Paducah
The Lady Lakers went into the break
Tilghman.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL: PITTSBURGH 9, ST. WI IS 0

Cards shut out in second game of Pittsburgh series
PIRA11:S CLOSE
(;All IN WILD
('..RI) STANDINGS
WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Yadier
Molina may never want to play on Aug.
28 again. At least if it means playing in
Pittsburgh.
The St. Louis Cardinals catcher left
Tuesday night's.9-1) loss to the Pirates in
the second inning following a violent
collision at home plate with Pittsburgh
second baseman Josh Harrison. Eight
years to the day. Molina took a similar
shot at PN(' Park, one that also left him
groggy.
"It's unbelievable." Molina said.
"That's life. That's baseball, too. It's
unbelievable. Same date. It's crazy."
It's also pretty scary..
Molina was attempting to block
Harrison from scoring on a single by Jose
Tabata when Harrison lowered his left
shoultler and drilled Molina in the head
in an attempt to dislodge the ball.
The four-time All-Star held onto the
ball, ending the inning and also his night.
He was diagnosed with neck, shoulder
and back injuries and is listed as day-today. Manager Mike Metheny said the
team is considering bringing up Bryan
Anderson from the minors in case

Molina's condition worsens.
Molina complained of headaches
afterward and said he hadn't watched a
replay.
"I never saw the guy coming," Molina
said. "I was concentrating on catching
the ball. I never saw him coming. but the
real pain was in my head. I don't know if
he was (targeting) my head or not."
Harrison insisted he wasn't trying to
hurt Molina and didn't take offense when
the Cardinals retaliated by having
Cardinals starter Jake Westbrook drill
Harrison in the leg in the fifth.
"That's just part of the game."
Harrison said.
So is taking on hard-charging runners
when you're a catcher. Molina is among
the best in the game at absorbing the
blows. He took a memorable one from
Pittsburgh's Ty Wigginton in a 6-4 St.
Louis win on Aug. 28. 2004.
Molina hung on and stayed in the
game that day. Not this time. Tony Cruz
took over when the Cardinals returned to
the field.
"He wasn't even in the frame of mind
to argue." Metheny said of Molina.
The play seemed to spark the Pirates.
who won for just the second time in their
last eight games.
While Harrison's hit failed to produce
a run, it appeared to provide a spark for
the Pirates, who came in losers in six of
seven.
Pedro Alvarez homcred twice and

drove in four runs
and
James
McDonald scattered
two hits over seven
innings as Pittsburgh
drew within two
games
of
the
Cardinals in the race
for the NL's second
wild-card spot.
McDonald (12-6)
gave up two hits,
walked one and
struck out six to beat
the Cardinals and
Westbrook (13-10)
for the second time
in the last two
weeks.
"I think it's just
part of the growing
process." catcher
PETER DIANA AP Photo
Mike McKenry said Pirates' Josh Harrison lands after he collided with Cardinals catcher
Yadier Molina on
of McDonald. "He's a play at the plate Tuesday. Harrison was out, but Molina
had to leave the game.
just starting to come
into his own. He had a tremendous first ing 10 batters to plate to chase done, and when Clint Barmes followed
half and every pitcher struggles at some Westbrook.
the plunking with a two-run single the
Alvarez got things going with an RBI Pirates were up 7-0.
point and he just happened to struggle at
the wrong time. He just enhanced it and double to score Andrew McCutchen and
That was more than enough for
we just had to take the world off his McKenry added a run-scoring single to
McDonald.
shoulders."
make it 5-0. Westbrook exacted a little
The nght-hander has struggled since
Having the streaky Alvarez warming payback by drilling Harrison in the leg
up certainly helped. The powerful third with a fastball, drawing a warning to both the All-Star break but for a night returned
baseman put the Pirates up 3-0 in the dugouts from home plate umpire Adrian to the form that made him
one of basethird with his 24th homer of the year and Johnson.
ball's biggest surprises during the fir\t
Pittsburgh poured it on in the fifth, sendBy then, however, the damage was half of the season.
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KHSAA
Boys Prep Soccer
Tuesday
Murray High 3 Mayfield 1
Ballard Memorial 2 St Mary 1
Graves Co 2 Fort Campbell 3
Hopkinsville 3 Lone Oak 0
Marshall Co 2 Madisonville-Nonn
Hopkins 2
Reidland 6 Union Co 1

4 Breatnitt Lo
T5 Bell Co
T5 Foil Campbell
7 Bourbon Co
8 Wayne Co
9 Monroe Co
10 Garrard Co

Prep Girls Soccer
Today
Lone Oak 5 Calloway Co 1
Murray High 11 Mayfield 0
St Mary 1 Ballard Memorial 0
Caldwell Co 3 Heath 0
Graves Co 2 Marshall Co 0
Paducah Tilghman 8 Crittenden Co 0
Hopkinsville 11 Trigg Co 1
Prep Volleyball
Tuesday
Christian Fellowship 3 Calloway Co 0
Community Christian 3 Murray High 0
Fulton City 3 Fulton Co 0
Graves Co 3 Mayfield 0
Reidland 2 Heath 0
Ballard Memorial 3 Hickman Co 0
Kentucky AP Football Polls
Class 1A
Rank-School
FPV Rcd
TP
1 Maylieid
112
161 1-1
2 Hazard
151 1-0 109
3 Beechwood
91
(11 0-1
4 Frankfort
- 2-0
83
5 Fairview
- 2-0
58
6 Wilkamsburg
52
- 2-0
7 Raceland
- 1-1
32
8 Lou Ky Country Day
27
- 2-0
- 1-1
9 Russellville
23
- 1-1
10 Pikeville
20

Ill
-
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2-0
1-1
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-1

Others receiving votes 11 Corbin 11 11
Edrnonson Co 11 13 Pike Co Central
10 14 Russell 7 14 Fleming Co 7 16
South Warren 5 17 Elizabethtown 3 18
Mason Co 2

Class 4A
Rank-School
1 Highlands
2 Coy Catholic
3 Boyle Co
4 Lex Catholic
5 Ashland Blazer
6 Russell Co
7 Johnson Central
8 Lone Oak
9 Knox Central
10 Owensboro

FPV Red
1121 2-0
2-0

TE
120
103
63

1 1
2-0
2-0
2-0

so
51
47
46
33
32
26

2-0

Others receiving votes 11 Martha Layne
Collins 23 12 North Oldham 22 13
Warren East 19 14 Taylor Co 5 15
Lou Western 4 15 Holmes 4

Class 5A
Rank-School
1 Bowling Green
2 John Hardin
3 Warren Central
4 Franklin Co
5 Cooper
6 Christian Co
7 Conner
8 North Bullitl
9 Harlan Co
10 Greenwood

FPV Rai
011 2-0
(11 2-0
2-0
2-0
- 2-0
2-0
1-0
2-0
it
2-0

TP
115
109
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Cross 17 12 Harlan 10 13 Paris 9 14
Jenkins 5 14 Bracken Co 5 16
Campbellsville 3 17 Eminence 2 17
Pineville 2
Class 2A
Rank-School
FPV Red
1 Newport Central Cant t6) 1-1
2 Owensboro Catholic
2-0
3 Somerset
(1) 2-0
4 Coy Holy Cross
131 1-1
- 2-0
5 Murray
Christian
6 Lex
i ii 2-0
- 1-1
7 Danville
Ili 2-0
8 -Glasgow
- 2-0
9 Bardstown
10 Prestonsburg
- 2-0

TP
102
85
73
66
64
63
55
47
21
20

Others receiving votes 11 Green Co
16 11 Lou Christian Academy 16 13
Lou DeSales 9 14 Lloyd Memorial 7
15 Gallatin Co 4 15 Caldwell Co 4 15
Carroll Co 4 18 Ballard Memorial 3

Class 3A
Rank-School
1 Lou Central
2 Belfry
3 Paducalh Tilghman

FPV Rcd
1101 2-0
i 1 1-0
2-0

TP
117
93
87

PREP VOLLEYBALL:
C( k 3, Nil RR %V 0

PREP VOLLEYBALL:
(TS 3, CALLOWAY CO.0

Murray drops
district match

Lady Lakers fall to
CFS in three sets

Staff Report
The Murra) High Volleyball
team traveled to Paducah last
night for a Fourth District
match against Communit)
Christian in a rematch 01
Saturday•s All-A Classic pairing. The Lady Tigers dropped
the match. 3-0 125-6. 26-16.
25-12). The Lady Warriors are
a one-year member of the
Fourth Disrict, as they will be
relocated again in 2013 when
the districts are redrawn.
The Warriors were dominant
in their efforts against the Lady
Tigers. outscoring them 75-34
in the three-set sweep. while
compiling 28 kills and four
serv ice aces to Murrav 's seven
kills and six st.!Tti ice aces.
Individuall). the Tigers were
led hy Aisha Fields with two
aces and six digs. as well as the
team's lone senior Julia Curtis.
who had an ace and seven digs.
Hannah Clark and Sarah

4TII DISTRICT
STANDINGS
School

Dist (Overall)

Chnst.Fellowship
Calloway County
Muf

Fitzer had two blocks apiece.
with Clark adding a pair of
blocks. Sarah and Eryn Fitter
each added an ace and a kill to
their performances.
The Lady Tigers host
Marshall County tomorrow at
Tiger Gym. where the) will
look for their first district win
of the season at 7 p.m.
The Lad) Marshals are coining off three shutout wins over
the weekend in Hopkinsville.
and will look to get back to
.500 while taking on the Lad)
Tigers tomorrow.

73
42
41

38
32
28
22

Others receiving votes 11 North Laurel
11 12 Anderson Co 8 12 Montgomery
Co 8 12 Pulaski Co 8 15 Hopkinsville
7 16 Lou Jeffersontown 6 16 South
Oldham 6 16 Southwestern 6 19
Grayson Co 5 20 Perry Co Central 4
20 Woodford Co 4 22 Graves Co 3

GILLIAM THOMPSON. v*****„. 4-DAY
g
..
•D*
*
I

*1I

Class 6A
FPV Rcd
Rank-School
1121 2-0
1 Lou Trinity
2 Lou St Xavier
- 2-0
3 Lou Eastern
- 2-0
4 Lou Male
2-0
- 1-1
5 Scoff Co
.6 Lou Pleas Ridge Park - 2-0
- 1-1
7 Lou Ballard
- 1-1
8 Lou DuPont Manual
9 Simon Kenton
- 2-0
- 1-1
10 Henderson Co

3-1 (10-3)
2i-7
1-3(4-10)
0-3 J4-11

klaisha:1 Count\,

Staff Report
points, to go with a pair of
flie Calloway County vol- aces, an assist and four digs.
leyball team fell on the road to while her classmate. Ellyn
Christian Fellowship last night. Luther, had a point, two kills.
3-0 (25-17. 25-15. 25-17), in a nine digs and a team high five
Fourth District match, where blocks.
the Lady Lakers were looking
The Lakers have been led by
to move to .5(X) with a win over their underclassmen in the stat
the district foe.
sheets many times this season.
Calloway sophomore setter and last night was another
Chance Overbey was one of the example of that happening.
team's leaders in the game. Head coach Samantha Hobbs
scoring four points, with a pair said the Lady Lakers' varsity
of assists in nine digi-. and team played three tough sets in
while four other players also the road game.
had four points. Overbey led
The team now sits with one
the team in assists and digs. win in the district to go with
Senior Janae Smith had three three losses, and will have a
digs to go with her four points, week of practices to hone in
while her classmate Jessica their techniques before another
Foster added four points, an tough district challenge awaits
ace, two blocks and three digs, next week.
with fellow senior Arista
The Lady Lakers will get the
Manning shooting a kill an ace rest of the week and the holiand five digs to join her four day weekend off before hosting
points.
the district's top team in
Sophomore Madison Dennis Community Christian on Sept.
was the last player with four 4 at 7 p.m.

84

Others receiving votes 11 Lou Holy

will be back at it
they host Trigg
'

AAednesday. August 29. 2012• 7A

TP
120
108
69
65
64
46

35
28
26
20

Others receiving votes 11 Lou Butler
17 12. Madison Central 15 13 Lex
Lafayette 12 14. Lex Bryan Station 7
15 Boone Co 6 16. Ryle 5 16 Marshal
Co 5 18, Campbell Co 4 19. George
Rogers Clark 3 20, Lou Seneca 2 20.
Meade Co 2

NN()MEV s BASKETBALL

Murray State womens
basketball schedule
released Tuesday
Tu. kNI l'O MST BIC 10's iN1)11\

* * *
*

SELL-OFF!
•1111111MAY,AUG.30TH,9:00-6:00•FRIDAY,AUG. 31ST,9:00-6:00
•SMIURDAY, SEPT.1ST,9:00-5:00'MONDAY,SEPT. 3RD, 9:00-5:00
WE WILL BE CLOSED WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 29TH TO MARK DOWN ALL
*****sinic•

ERCHANDISE"

*******************•
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come SeAl"
MOW
BUYS"
IIIROUGH0111
ENIIRESTORE!

24 MONTHS
NO MONEY DOWN
With Approved Credit - 'Minimum Purchase S399

NM. 10, Si\\-I/''DOUBLEHEADERS
From MSU Athletics
2012 WN1T runner-up
James Madison. Indiana and
Missouri are among the highlights of the 2012-13 Murray
State
women's basketball
schedule that was announced
by head coach Rob Cross on
Tuesday. This year's schedule
also includes several regional
rivalry
games
including
Western Kentucky. Southern
Illinois and Evansville.
"We have put together a
challenging schedule that
includes teams from the Big 10.
SEC. Missouri Valley. Sun-Belt
and the WNIT runner-up.- said
Cross. "This schedule will challenge our student-athletes during the non-conference in order
to ensure that we are prepared
for everything we will see in an
extremely tough OVC."
In total, fans will have 16
opportunities to catch Murray
State at home this season with
eight non-conference games
and eight OVC match-ups.
The Racers will kick-off
their 2012-13 campaign (Nov.
9) at the CFSB Center against
Western
rival
in-state
Kentucky. That game will also
be the front end of a seasonopening doubleheader with the
men's team, who will take on
Brescia immediately following
the women's game. The games
on Nov. 9 are just one of six
doubleheaders with the men's
team this season.
Just three days later on Nov.
12. Murray State will play host
to Big 10 foe Indiana. The
Racers will be looking to
avenge last season's loss in
Bloomington in which they led
the Hoosiers for all but the final
16 seconds of the second half.
"Opening at home against
WKU as the first game of a
doubleheader with our men's
team will give our players an
early chance to play in front of
a sell-out crowd in the CFSB
- Ube

Center.- said Rob Cross. "We
will need Racer fans to be there
early as we face a tough opponent and then come back two
nights later as we welcome tia
ditional Big 10 basketball
power Indiana to Murray."
Following the game with
Indiana. the Racers will hit the
road for a two-game swing in
Virginia during which they will
take on James Madison (No'
15) and Longwood (Nov. 17).
MSU will travel to newl)
minted SEC member Missouri
(Dec. 9) for its final non-conference game before opening
()V(' play on New Year's Eve
at the CFSB center against
Eastern Kentucky.
Other highlights of the
Racer's OVC slate this season
include a trip to defending
OVC Champion UT Martin
(Jan. 25). Almost a month latei
the Skyhawks will make the
return trip CFSB Center on Feb
23. That game will be another
doubleheader for the Racers, as
the men's team will compete in
the SEARS Bracketbusters
against an opponent to be
announce''.
OVC newcomers Belmont
also appear on the Racer's slate
this season (Jan. 14) and will
make their first trip to the
CSFB Center since 2(XX) for
their first game with Murray
State since 2001.
The rivalry between MSU
and Austin Peay continues once
again this season with contests
both in Murray (Jan. 12) and in
Clarksville (Feb. 2).
The Racers will officially
close out the non-conference
portion of their schedule on
Feb. 6 at New Orleans and will
wrap-up the 2012-13 regular
season on Mar. 2 at home
against Southeast Missouri for
Senior Day.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
CONSERVATION DISTRICT'S
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2011

.
Di-mict held it.Amami aisards banquet at Naha',in
March to recognize indn dual contribution to the di,tricr,program,
through-out the year Pictured abini• are the 1,t place ,chool winner,iii the
onserAation Art& %% riling liinte,t,ponstired each war by the di,trict I ett
• right: Lila Munsey, Jack Doughaday, Kati Wyant, and Katie I,on

The district hosts an environmental/science field day ea, Ii
year. Todd Powell, DeeDee Cook, and Rebecca Downey
instruct middle school students in archery.

Students from the middle school listen a'. Dean 1
! ..in with
the KY State Police, explains the importance of seat belts to the
dudent.

Pictured above an airplane seeds cereal Rye grain in standing
corn or a winter cover crop. Cover crops help prevent soil ems
impnwe quality, recycle and help keep our streams,
rivers and lakes clean.

Students from Murray and Calloway in Bee Creek checking
water quality by finding out what wildlife is supported in the
water.

The District has completed its 63rd year of operation as organized under
the Kentucky Revised Statues. Its purpose is to plan and carry out a program of work to use those renewable natural resources of land, water,
woodland. and v. ildlife for the best interest of everyone in Calloway County.
Emphasis has been placed on a balanced soil and water conservation
program in planning and application. Through the technical assistance of
the Natural Resources Conservation Service(NRCS.the following conservation practices were installed in the county: no-till, minimum tillage.
conservation cropping systems, cover crop. contour farming, crop
residue management. pasture and hayland planting. wildlife habitat man
agement, tree planting. critical area planting, woodland improvement.
ponds,diversion ditches, grass waterways.field borders,filter strips, firebreaks, animal waste storage facilities. agrichemical handling facilities,
cattle panel and rip-rap grade stabilization structures.
The District has a memorandum of.agreement with the Kentucky
Departntent of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
Diy ision of C'onservation and USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service NRCS).
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has been valuable in assisting the
financing of the district program. From this support. the district was able
to maintain program operation and to help cover the cost of employing
Cindy Cossey. Administrati‘e Secretary. Ryan McCafferty. Agricultural
Tech. and 319 Program Manager. and Katie Angle as part-time administrative assistant.
The District continues to assist landowners in preparing their Water
Quality Plans. The District received and completed this 319 grant to
assess the success of the KY Agriculture Water Quality Act. The
Conservation District also completed a grant. Clarks River Watershed
'Based Plan - BMP Implementation. to implement practical solutions
identified in the watershed based plan. and install Best Management
Practices in Clarks River.
Through the KY Soil Erosion and WaterQuality 2011/12 State CostShare program. 17 applications were submitted and 7 were funded at
$42.600 total dollars.
Conservation planning assistance was provided by NRCS on 903
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) contracts for the Farm Service
Agency (FSA) which pay out $702.339 yearly in Calloway Co.
Installation of water quality practices continued on over 2400 acres of
Environmental Quality Incentives program (EQIP), Wildlife Habitat
Incentive Program (WHIP) and Conservation Stewardship Program in
23 contracts. There are three active Wetland Reserve Program (WRP)
easements.
During the year. the district sponsored several educational related projects. The Conservation Awards banquet. with awards being presented for
the Conservation Art and Writing winners, Master Conservationist.
Outstanding Cooperator,and other honor award winners were recognized
and awards were presented. There were appre4imately 12(X) students
participated in the conservation writing contest Ind approximately 2(XX)
students entered the conservation art contest. The Conservation District
also supports our high school and college students by giving three $5(X)
Upper Class scholarships and three 55(X) incoming freshman scholarships for students attending Murray State University. In the fall the district host Youth Ag Day for about 3(X), fourth or fifth graders teaching
many concepts related to our environment. Working in partnership with
MSU Regional Stewardship and Outreach, and the College of Science.
Technology and Engineering to bring Hooked on Science all the students
in the six local schools as well as schools from the entire purchase area
(18 Western KY counties). The District purchased and distributed over
3,5(X) tree seedlings to the general public and at our Environmental
Science Day and Earth Day activities. These activities are only possible
with the help of the Calloway County High School's Agriculture
Department and the Kentucky Division of Forestry. Calloway Co. FFA
students not only helped with tree seedlings distribution, but teams went
into the elementary school classrooms and teach lessons that show why
agriculture is important to everyone. as part of our Food, Land & People
Program. The District also sponsored two safety 'days - one for the two
high schools and two middle schools and one for an elementary school in
the county/city school systems. Over (AX) students learn more about
being safe around the farm and home. Environmental Science Field days
are held each spring for Calloway and Murray Middle school students.
Students have the opportunity to do hands on activities teaching the
importance of protecting our natural resources. The Conservation
District works in cooperation with the UK Extension Service 4H with
several projects: Reality Store, Character Counts. Forestry camp. 4-H
camp. Farm Day. and Career Day. The district has a no-till drill that has
been rented by local farmers through Security Seed & Chemical.
The District wishes to express its appreciation to all who helped make
this a successful year in soil and water conservation: the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)for furnishing technical assistance through Shea Sykes. District Conservationist: Jason Scott. Farm
Bill Biologist with the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife the
Kentucky Division of Conservation and Calloway County Fiscal Court
for financial aid. The Farm Service Agency(FSA)for cost-share on conservation practices. the UK Extension Service. Jackson Purchase Ag
Credit Association and the Farm Bureau Federation for educational help.
the Murray Ledger and Times for publishing news articles, local radio
and TV station for news releases. Kentucky Division of Forestry,
Kentucky Department of Agriculture. Murray State University. Hutson
School of Agricultural. Murray and Calloway School administration and
teachers. The report respectfully submitted by Randy McCallon,
Chairman: Don Overbey. Vice-Chairman: Marty Carraway, SecretaryTreasurer: Chris Thorn. Mark Wilson. Eddie Workman and Henry
Armstrong. Board members.

Jason Lindsey with Hooked on Sciencc
a couple students a demonstration at a local elementary school through
a grant the Conservation District has reielt 0.1 And is it Ii heir
from the Murray State Regional Stewardship Prig m
schools are able to en! iv Mr I indsev's dem,,n,irat

Gary Flanehne was namc,:
,o,erS ationi,t t•
COMpletIng OVVr 40' ot the needed practices detercimili
by his conservation plan. Ile is pictured in a .gras, water,
on his farm near Coldwater

Pictured above are the 1st place winners in the is I thing conk-,t
Left to right are Sydney Daniel, Delissa Green and Nathan
Rister.

Steve Story is pictured on a strcambank stabilizatIn pniiect on
his farm near Sinking Springs This practice repair,ended
areas in streambanks and stabilizes them to prevent turther
erosion. Streambank stabilization practice keeps sod miii ii!
of rivers and streams.
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The District board of supervisors are standing left to right
Randy McCallon, Eddie Workman, Henry Armstrong, Marty
Carrawav, seated left to right Don Cs;erbey, Chris Thom, and
Mark Wil.on
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Eddie Workman is pictured hi a grade stabilization siniduR
that was built on his farm near Coldwater. Grade stabilization
structures provide a stable outlet for grass waterways They
prvent gulley erosion and help keep our streams and rivers
clean.
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Stroke camp comes to Lake Barkley next month

Special to the Ledger

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has teamed up with
Lourdes Hospital and Western
Baptist Hospital. both in
Paducah. to present the Retreat
and Refresh Stroke Camp for
stroke survivors. caregivers and
family members Sept. 21-23 at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
The camp offers a variety of
activities tailored to the challenges stroke survivors face.
including crafts, games. hiking/walking. swimming. fishing

and boating. There are also edu- sponsorship was approved
cational sessions, discussion through the Murray-Calloway
groups and informal chats with Endowment for Healthcare.
stroke experts.
It was a really enjoyable
Last year, Cheryl Crouch. time. We had a lot of people
Speech-Language Pathologist at from the Murray support group
MCCH and the leader of the and everyone enjoyed it so much
monthly Stroke and Head Injury they are all planning to attend
Support Group. volunteered at again this year." Crouch said.
the event. She saw the positive "They made friends from
effects it had on those in atten- around the region and still stay
dance and encouraged MCCH to in touch. I was really
become a sponsor for the 2012 impressed."
Stroke Camp. Through the joint
Local
Neurologists Dr.
efforts of Crouch and Keith Jimmy Couch and Dr. Chris
Travis, Vice President of King are involved with the camp
Institutional Development, the as well Volunteers and atten-

dees are still able to sign up.
Crouch said. For more information, call (270) 762-1557 or
email CCrouch@murrayhospital.org. The deadline for registering is Sept I. Additional
information and registration
forms may be found on-line at
strokecamp.org.
The Endowment is supporting attendees through scholarships and is accepting donations
to go toward the cost of sending
people to the camp. To contribute, call (270) 762-1908 and
Photo provided
designate your donation for YOUNGSTERS LEND HAND: Teen volunteers helped at
Stroke Camp Scholarships.
Spring Creek Health Care this summer. The volunteers
assisted with activities, sat with residents as they enjoyed the
outdoors and provided friendly visits and nail care. Recently
residents and the teens enjoyed a pizza party to recognize the
volunteers. Pictured above are Daphne Reynolds, Emily
Vasterling and Destiny Wendling. Popeye Ross also pictured
above, is the adult volunteer who helped mentor the teen volunteers and JoAnna Thomas, Activity Director Other teen volunteers that helped, but are not pictured are Andrea
McCormack and Emily Vasterling

HCMC Women's Center goes live
Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. - Henry
County Medical ('enter's OB
department recently "went live"
with a new specialized documentation process with our electronic medical record. They are
now up and running v. ith the
new TraceVue system.
The new computer system is
designed to ensure complete
coverage across the obstetrical
care field — from the first visit
to delivery, then to newborn
records, discharges and followup visits. TraceVue was developed by Philips. who worked
with the OB Department and the
Laboratory
of
Computer
Science of the Massachusetts
General Hospital. These two
practices incorporated their
knowledge. experience and
expertise in the field to produce
one of the most developed systems available.
OB Trace Vue can
be
accessed wherever patient information is needed: it can be
accessed at the patient's bedside,
the delivery room, the main station, nurse's lounge, or a physician's home or office.
Rhonda Camel'. MSN RN.
Director of Women's' Clinic.
stated."The system is tailored to
what we do. It would be hard
for the patients to see a big

Hancock joins MCCH staff
as Calloway athletic trainer
Special to the Ledger
MURRAY, KY - MurrayCalloway County Hospital has
hired recent Murray State
University graduate Bracey
Hancock as an athletic trainer
for Calloway County Schools.
MCCH provides school nurses and certified athletic trainers
to both the Murray Independent
School District and CCSD as
part of a commitment to community health and wellness.
Hancock is a graduate of
Hopkinsville High School,
where she first discovered her
interest in athletic training
through her father's career in
coaching football. She worked
under the athletic trainer as a
manager in high school and then
enrolled in Murray State to pursue a degree in exercise science
with emphasis in athletic training. While at MSU. Hancock
worked with many of the athletic programs as part of her stud-

Photo provided
Pictured is Crystal Mitchell, registered nurse, on the Women's Center Unit of Henry County
Medical Center in Paris, Tenn., utilizing the new computer system. TraceVue.
change in the process. but it will
revolutionize how we document
records."
The new system is a computer program and will have a slight
learning curve for some, but
overall it will help empower the
nurses and help them to better
take care of patients. Since the

system can be accessed almost
anywhere, it provides an extra
option for both nurses and doctors.
A doctor no longer has to
come in just to look at a file: he
or she can access the medical
records in the office or at home.
It is helpful on both ends; a

nurse new to the field or a nurse
on a night shift can receive help
from a doctor without the doctor
having to be called in.
"This is a big deal to us,"
says Camel!. "We hope that it
will improve patient safety and
allow us to be more pro-active in
Real Time."

les.
including
football, men's
basketball and
women's soccer.
She
graduated
from MSU in the
spring of 2012.
Currently,
is
Hancock Hancock
attending practices and games for fall high
school sports which include
football, soccer and volleyball.
She helps athletes stretch and
warm up, provides advice, tapes
joints, provides support to
injured athletes, to name a few
of her responsibilities. In addition to providing staff. MCCH
also has donated AED units to
both schools, offers free membership at the Center for Health
and Wellness to student-athletes
and hosts numerous events such
as free sports physicals for student athletes, health screenings
for all students and CPR certification training for all coaches.

State seeks comment on impaired waters list
FRANKFORT. Ky. (Aug.
16. 2012) - The Kentucky
Division of Water is seeking
comments on its draft 2012 list
of impaired waters, as required
by the federal Clean Water Act.
Section 305(h) of the Act
requires each state to monitor
and report on the quality of its
water relative to designated uses
established in accordance with
Kentucky's water quality standards.
Section 303(d) of the Act
requires a state to identify

waters that do not or are not Resources in Kentucky. Volume
expected to meet state water 2," may be reviewed on the
quality standards. It also Division of Water website at
requires a state to develop a pri- http://water.ky.gov/Pages/Public
ority ranking for these waters, Notices.aspx. Comments on the
taking into account the severity draft report should be sent by
of the pollution and the desig- email to amy.siewert@ky.gov or
nated uses of the water (i.e., by post mail to Division oh
fishing. swimming and/or water Water, 200 Fair Oaks Lane,
supply). The 303(d) list and Frankfort. KY 40601 (Attention:
accompanying narrative is avail- Amy Siewert). Comments by
able for public comment. The email should be submitted no
draft version of the "2012 later than Sept. 15 and by mail
Integrated Report to Congress postmarked no later than that
on the Condition of Water date.

Western Baptist lab receives re-accreditation
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Western
Baptist Hospital's clinical laboratory and pathology department
has been re-accredited by the
College
of
American
Pathologists.
The Western Baptist lab has
been accredited for 40 years.

Cooper-Clayton classes
come to Murra Tuesday

The most recent two-year
accreditation follows an intensive on-site assessment and
establishes that the level of technical and administrative performance meets or exceeds
national standards.
"The CAP accreditation procedure is voluntary." said
Debbie Taffer. Western Baptist

laboratory director. "Western
Baptist Hospital seeks CAP
accreditation every two years
because this program assists
facilities around the world by
achieving excellence and promoting a level of professional
and technical expertise that contributes to quality performance
and patient safety."

Your Team is Ready

Special to the Ledger

I

Cooper-Clayton \lethod To
Stop Smoking classes begin at
5:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Center
for Health & Wellness at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital and continue each
Tuesday for 13 weeks.
The Cooper-Clayton Method
is facilitated by healthcare professionals specially trained in
evaluating individual smoking
patterns, introducing behavior
modification techniques. leading group discussions and minimizing relapse. The program
encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy. but focuses
on the support group as a crucial
step to success. The program
offers expertise, encouragement
and the motivation needed to
become smoke-free.
To register, call the Center for
Health & Wellness at 762-1348.
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Max Arnold & Sons LLC, 702 North Main.
Hopkinsville. KY 42240. hereby declares intention to
apply for a retail beer license no later than
September 20th 2012. The business to be licensed
will be located at 2185 US Highway 641 North.
Murray, KY 42071, doing business as MaxFuel
Express #32. The Principal Officers are as follows:
Robert Arnold. President, 403 Deepwood Drive,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240. Randy Arnold, Treasurer.
5005 Cadiz Road. Hopkinsville, KY 42240. Any person. association, corporation or body politic may
protest the granting of the license by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. 1003
Twilight Trail. Frankfort. KY 40601-8400, within 30
days of the date of this legal publication.

INTERNATIONAL INC

112 taitastria1 Drive, Mayfield,, KY 42066
TEAM LEADERS,SHIFT & FLOOR SUPERVISORS,
MAINTENANCE, FRAGRANCE SPECIALISTS
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHS

Notice

open hearts
open minds
open doors

Burnett's Chapel
U.M.C.
is hosting a Cake Decorating Class
for Beginners every Saturday in
October. The class will be held at
Burnett's Chapel UMC in the
Family Life Center located at
20 Burnetts Chapel Rd., Sedalia, KY.
Very Reasonable Price!
Call Karen Parm at
270-382-2362 for details.
Murray- Calloway
County Quilt Trail
Redwork Kits from
The Posy Collection
available at:
• Red Bug on 3rd
•Murray Sewing Center
• Backyard Fabric
Portion of proceeds
benefit the
Quilt Trail Fund

GET THIS IX1
Al)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
IF the furniture left in
apartment C-20 @
Mur-Cal apartments is
not removed by 8-29 it
will be rhsnr,sed nr

ACE 0/ArsikAt
WinuirIOtt
Cu '5 'MATE
If ORDER TODAY

wwwi
soeforhealth.00m
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
OM A Laura Key

iLERS MALL
PE
Now Has Spaces
For Rent'
Call 270-759-2106 or
Come In

Free male kitten 4362701. 227-0471

WELCOMING
MEGAN WYATT
TO BRENDA'S
BEAUTY SALON
• Chemical Services
• Waxing
• Haircut & Styling
Call 270-978-5141 or
270-753-4582
Walk-Ins Welcome
Located across from
Toyota of Murray

LOST Tabby striped
gray neutured male cat
week of 7/12 Reward
753-9887

Old Country Store
Now Hiring Smiling Faces
For These Positions:
Dish Washers, Cooks, & Hostesses
Must be available to work
nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Cracker Barrel

Client Relations Manager
Managerial expenence
1 year healthcare or related field experience
No criminal background
Duties:
Oversee client/caregiver relations
Conduct monthly/quarterly supervisory meetings
Execute marketing program
Send resumes to:
P.O.Box 1040-13
Murray Ky 42071

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center a currenth
aLLeptsig applications for the blowing positions.
State Rectstered Nursing Assistants We oiler axnpetrlive wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Man Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individual for Advertising Saks Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

JOIN the Jasmine's
Family' Now hiring
kitchen staff and lunch
hostess Apply on person. 270-761 -THAI or
craveiasat
aptly
mines.corn

TAKING applications
for cashier, waitress,
and grill cook. Must
have experience. Apply
at 104 South 5th
Street, Murray KY,

360
Stor.

Single Space - $12.00 (No more than one child per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00(Two or more children per picture I
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

DEADLINE: SEPT.4 AT 5PM

"If

Send payment, photo, and
information to: Murray Ledger & Times
PD. Box 1040, Murray, K't' 42071

• Mur
•
Light

Name of child in picture:

• Garland

Grandparents names:

Your Name:
Your Phone Number.

Want to Buy
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
7c'1.411)q

REALITY September
classes.
licensing
Choose: days 3 weeks, Top Prices Paid For
nights 10 weeks, week$ Gold & Silver S
Information
ends.
LEE JEWELRY
text/call 270-223-0789.
ARTISANS
$ 3 2 0 /down.
Experienced.
305-D 12th SVeet
www.facebook.com/del
Murray. KY
or
oiseadams
deloiseadams it yahoo
corn
Articles
For Sale

Cleaning,
House
please call
270-226-5159

R.C.S
Dont Be Sbesseo'
Relax!
('al RCS.
sodertnal & Candneng
leanmx Senw es
Les us Do Your Dirty %Norte
Afforded& Free Esorneles,
27'0-9704612

Computers

applications for
Bus Drivers
Must have COL-8
C,ontael Lisa at
270-753-4363

HOUSE
3/2 BRI
UNFUR
SCHOO
NEIGHB
MELRO`
CENTR ,
HEAT
ATTACH:
STOVE
DISH WA
HOOKU"
FENCED
ANNUAL
AUGU
$850/M0
270-978-,

140
PART-TIME MA or LPN
for busy Medical Office.
Must be skilled in VentPuncture & Admin
Injections. Must have
good people skills.
Send Resume to.
R.O. Box 1040C
Murray, KY 42071

120

Sarni
Bus Drivers
MISD is accepting

CLOSE
bedroom
Referent
lease A
diately.
$700 mo
436-508'

Grandparents:
Steve & Debbie Webb
Franko Aguero
Cathy & Paulin() Trejo

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells coins
(US and foreign)
at Trends-n-Treasures
in Murray. We buy
coins/collections and
appraise estates.
Dr. Fuhrman,

Apphances

An Equal Opportunity Employer
FULL and part-time
wanted
employees
Days or nights Appl‘ person at Sonic
Murray.

NO
1.2 & 3
We ac
8
Apply at
902 N

340

Kylee & Frankie
Aguero

DISCLAIMER

020

NEW
Hazel
plus de.
included
270-492

Wedne
Phon:
Egu.
Op
Ti

GRANDPARENTS
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

MVP Group is looking for individuals who want to work in
a fast paced environment. Candidates must possess
assertiveness, initiative, and have the ability to multi-task,
pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily
operations and activities within or between departments
EXCELLENT BENEFITS PACKAGE:
• Health, Dental, Vision, & Supplemental
• Nine Paid Holidays
• 401K
• Vacation
These are full time positions with a fast growing
company. Please send resume to:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
• 112 Industrial Dr. • Mayfield, KY 42066 •
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com or Mayfield Career
Center • 319 South 7th St. • Mayfield, KY 42066 •

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurrayledgerconi.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.coin.
By default.
Murray and local jolt
listings will appear ofl
this webiate.
However, as a Rational
website, not all listing',
on the Jobnetwork.coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please ,:all
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

VISA

HAZE
Now !lions to,
Rent ba
Mobility
access'
270-52
Fri
gam-3p
Housing

LARGE
SELECTION

Mobile homes For Rent

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 21'n St

Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
don't
miss a
beat!

3BR 2BA on 5/acre Lot
No inside pets
References required
Yard mowing included
$350/month + deposit
270-623-6314 or
270-978-6492

Subscribe
today
753-1916

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
28R, 1BA Apartment.
Laundry
&
Water
Included $425/mo
270-719-1654

Essex Downs

MURRAY

LEDGER&TiMES

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TOD 1-$00-545-1833
Est, 2&1

Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$63.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.
$110.00
1 yr.

Equal i,pportunity

48R, 28A, all appliC/H/A
ances,
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905

Rest of KY/TN
han,in

6 mo.

$80.00

1 yr.

$120.00

I Check

ANTIQUES. Call Larry

753-3633

Noble Mamas For Rea
Nice 2BR No pets
753-9866

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mu.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name

Duplex for rent. 2BR.
All appliances.
293-9474, 767-9948.

7
STOR •
PRO
4 i

KEY
WAREN
1850 St.
Murray, Ii

270-75:

City
I State
I

Want lo Buy

2

I St Address

270 7531713

110

2";

subscribe to the

Apartments
I BR from S.345
2BR from $375

cr

SAFE
',TOR

Find out what's:
happening
this summer...

Calloway Gardens

USED APPLIANCES
MOM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Murray Ledger Er Times

Large 2BR, 2 full bath
all appliances plus
lawn service 227-5173
Nice 2BFI duplex. No
pets. 227-7414

1
1
1
1
a.

Zip

Daytime Ph
'
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

PRER
MINISTC
*Inside dim

stor
*Security
*Safe 8

•We sell
•We rent

Iger S. I imek
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630

Res,

NES
-Fn.10a.m
-Fn. 9 a.m.
- lion. 9 a.m.
-Itied.12 p.m.
-Thur. 12 p.m.

VISA

Now taking applied
lions tor 1 & 2BR units
Rent basee on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
270-527-1311
Mon.
Fri.
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity

FUTRELL S
U

Large
office, retaii
space
3
offices
1,000sq ft warehouse
602 Maple St Call
270-753-8964 for into

[

Pets 6

DOG ObedrenLi
(270)436-2858

il

*Firewood

low fixed interest rates

(270) 489-2839

HALL'S WAST1
MANAGEMEN 1
• tCLiii .
Pit Aupa
• locall‘ ov,!led/IN:hued

n'it

THURS.
FRI. & SAT.

42
Peach Orchard
ii

FRI. & SAT.
7am - 3pm
loiils. alteipment.
lifitywhold
goods. laah, gear

Public Sale

360
[ Storaye Rentals

7e)

Commercial
I .icen.ed &lnssircd
All 1011S - biG 01
sitlIll

753-9562
ii

GARLAND I
RENTALq,
"If you've got it, we cats store it"
For all your storage Lonyenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 24. 7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

All sizes available, call today

Lake lots on Blood
River' Water lots starting at only $60,000
wooded only $12,000
Underground power'
Owner financing' Sites
are ready now'
270-362-4990

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Paving. Sealcoatine
& Hauling
TONI' TRAVIS

270-753-2279

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
, Quality Service

270-293-8192
Lots For Sale
„.ot and a half for sale
with trees Perfect for
walkout
basement
1414 Oakhill Dr Cal'
978-0876 or 759-5469

1656 Ryan Ave. 3BR
2BA, many updates
well maintained, private backyard, walk
MSU
Open house
August
25
9-12
5128.000 0.B.0
270-227-5184
2mi on 94E. 2BR. IBA.
2.5 car garage. new
roof in 2010. appliances furnished. Move
in ready
$75.000. 978-5005

to reserve your storage

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Rivet-Field Estates.
SRC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

270-753-2905

Northwood

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It Ale
No Job To Small'

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE

1302 HI,WOOLI D.

ur daily
tine...
and
don't
miss a
beat!
bscribe
.oday
,3-1916

H

Mi,,.v. K

USED TIRES

H XX AY $0

14,15, 16 inch

STORAGE

Starting at S20
mounted

454 GRANT R o. • MVARAT, K,

SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS

Cell 753-5606
MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

270.978.1107
270.978.1109

what's!
)ening
'

Jt

MINI
1[50RAG
H171 1

1

812 Whittle!! Ave.

753-3853

111ES

al Mail
1111,1.

lent to

nem
1

6

2003 GMC Envoy.
2WD. 1 owner, 116k
miles. sharo. $7.450.
270-226-3693

1999 Chevy stepside.
5.3L. V8, 96k miles,
new custon stereo.
new tires $7,500.
.'27-2886
510

a
a

$35.00 1
$63.00
$110.00
1
1
other Mail
▪riptions
$75.00 1
596.00 1
$145.00 1
1
•
MN

-

In Great Shape'
270-227-2510

Used Trucks
I

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

be to the

2006 Chrysler 300

Mitsubishi
2000
Galant
Fairgood
condtoon.
$2.200
0.8.0 See Ron at
R&G Exhaust. 514 S.
12th st.

NEON BEAc
All Size Units • Climate Cont

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A&F Wareh, .ing

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Near MSU 520-50
753 7668

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m M-F

For Sale Or Lease

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Income property for
sale or rent $80051,00000 a month
753-5731

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

For Sale or Leas
PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

or visit our website
kirritmckyAke
reMdeling.corn
FREE ESTIMATES

Insured. Reliable.
& Dependable.
Free Estimates,
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489

Home 270-437-3044

PAINTING
DRYWALL & paining
no lob too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at 7313630166

The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
All equipment included
for turn key
restaurant/Pub cipera

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

Concepts SudoKu

\

3 4 5 2 6
6
3 4 2
9
8
7
4
7
8
5
61
6
9
8
5
1
7
96

Answer to previous puzzle
7 2 4 6 5 3 9 1
9 8 4 2 5 3
5 3 8 1 9 7 6 2
8 9 3 5 2 4 7 6
1 5 2 7 3 6 4 8
4 7 6 9 8 1 2 5

6 1

8
7
4
1
9

3
2 8 1 4 6 9 3 7 5
3 4 5 2 7 8 1 9 6
9 6 7 3 1 5 8 4 2
••

***

rvir"av\

WAt I PAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout.
30ft. bumper pull
58.995 270-293-4602
520

Bests & Motors
98 Suncrusier Pontoon
n Good Shape
ncludes Trailer
270-293-7746
[ 530
Services Offered

1-270-227-0587

Carpentry

All
Const

New construction All
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates
Larry Nimmo 753-0353

Replacement and Repair

Commercial/Residential
James C. GaIllmore

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

WWW.GEMC.NET
(270) 759-0890

All the quality...
without all the mess
YEARRYS
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service

t,eaejafTractviDoz
tellili
v.e3ushhogging
*Garden Tilling
*Driveway Grading
-Clearing
.P

Zach 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
4// sr,ir,ga-s Hancl!Ulm'

*Locally owned
•Ls -• ii: & Insured

•Light Hauling
-Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
270-227-0906

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270) 474-0323

General (.°bird( inn

*Additions
•KitcheriN A
B.iihnumis
•Decilo,

•Insitrance Work
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

Mania
Nancy's Cabs

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Open 2417
1-270-227-4888

David's Home
Improvement

WTCHELL
BROS.PAVING

Greg Mansfield

Ptero,.
ainstailabca
&Maintenance
40 yrs. experience
Cocain,' Owned1rsureri

a, e
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
'• Do insurance Work

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
state

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

(270)759-0501

beep,ttocar"

(2701 293-8480
ISM REMODELING
270-227-0811

II

*Work *School
*Outings .Airport

753-4931

Anywhere Anytime

SUBSCRIBE

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

•Remode4ing Work
.Rebuilding •PaInting
.Floor Leveling 'Etc.

Clooney aids Obama campaign with Geneva fundraiser
(

\ i al'

re
anipmen. the second
dinner this eat Vk
The :1‘.101

1c1105 a. thc Liiiiyean huh 01 the
I !wed Nation:. and a global centei tor international or1.2afu/aliol is. go% emance and business.
to pull in a Inoue filmiest amount
loi the president's re-election
eltori

has turned his A list maenctism
into political gold
Cloonc‘ raised almost 4, 15
million tor ()barna
ampaign
al Cloiinc•s
\ngcles !ionic
in Ma% Fhis time he tunic,' if,

)rgainiers said the\ had taken
in at least Sh25,000 itotu '.S.
donors lot ()barna canyaign.
including mail
ho were 11\ 1110
in to Gene a lor the one-night
es slit 110111 al oltIld the P. odd.

('I iv I IC

e

I li.2.1t1 lilted a ILireitaisei

NittiltktIli,il look iii [Mo.,: Wail .1
hall-111111ton
VIC•isielll

dollop.

lot

Bat ads ()barna.
,

t.. ILL lion

STORAGE

Fr Times
us a part

SUDOKU

McCUISTON

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Heeds

270-873-9916
re)

1.1

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
l2701 293-8720 OH
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859

sincei9sn
Residential

Suquitu is a number -piecing puzzie based on a 9x9 gind asilh
several given numbers The Woad ,s kpace the numbers Iio
9 xi the empty squares so that each loV• eacO opium and each
3x3 box contarns the same number only ore* The Mk
-tally levet
al me Cameo* Sudoku Increases Iron, Monday to Sunday

Callimorc Electrical Contractors, LL(.

LARGE
2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
121 .00

Hill Electric

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards 978-0343

clothes. guitar.

HOUSE FOR RENT
3/2 BRICK RANCH
UNFURNISHED CITY
SCHOOLS.
QUIET
NEIGHBORHOOD ON
MELROSE
DRIVE
CENTRAL
A/C
&
HEAT,
2-CAR
ATTACHED GARAGE
STOVE
FRIDGE
DISHWASHER, W+D
HOOKUP
BIG
FENCED BACK YARD
ANNUAL
LEASEAUGUSTJULY
$850/M0 TEL
270-978-2589

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

ADAMS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors
Repairs
Workers
Comp Insured
270-227-2617

345
Highland Rd.

CLOSE to campus 4
bedroom rental house
References. 1 year
lease. Available imme
chately.
No
pets
$700'mo
S700idet
436-5085

Storage Rentals

•Insured

Call 270 550-6599
realestdtesbeststop.con

sheets sets. hooks

.tht)

Stump Grinding

I“110
,

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent

I.

*Removal

new home construction
up to 100% financing

Furniture. dishes.

)ur

TREE SERVICE
•liiim-mpg

A

American Homes

380
NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550 00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Services Orland

CDM
commercia
rentals
small
office retail space 500
A Maple St

HAZEL Apartn lents

Americans Abroad for ()barna,
the es ent's sponsor, says on its
Web site that guests are paying
5.11111) per person to dine with
Cloone‘. 55.0011 for a photo
\kith him and SLUM to attend a
I eception before the dinner.
The e‘ent 55 as being co-hosted
h> Gene a-hased American
lass or Charles C. Adams Jr. and
Matthev. Bartun.()barna.% campaign I mance chairman. The
ginirmet dinner was being held

at Adams' home in a historic
part ot the city overlooking Lake
Geneva. where Adams held a
previous fundraiser for Obama
in 2008.
About 100 people were
hooked for the reception beforehand, also in the Old City. and
35 people were attending the
private dinner at Adams' home
that was prepared by Le Lion
&Or. an expensi‘e restaurant in
Cologny..

Horoscope
lit PPIr
RI RI 1-11M1
for
Thursday..tug. 30, 2012:
lou
hemeen hein12
coldl rational and piactiL al to
being deligheirill
eapressi‘e
;nisi I1111
3tnt tinder stand
‘khy some ol out close blends
could tic con!used h‘ ou il
times'.'
ou ate single. iii
could :tura,t someone SS ho
responds to'MC side of our pet sonality and not the other Go
for broke. Look for
mingle in summei 2011 It on
are attached, y our sss colic could
he highly responsike to sour
abilit to greet change \%itli ease.
As a result.
mr relationship
yik ill e‘ohe to a nee les el.

by Jacqueline Bigar
different direction once you
understand the limitations of the
course you are on. You might not
want to share all the possibilities
that come forward.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Deal with a key person
or friend in your life directly. Your
sensitivity conies out in the way
you respond to someone's offer.
Take in the possibilities here, as
well as what is being proposed in

the discussion You might be
taken aback.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You know when to
defer to others, Such an occasion emerges today. A partner or
loved one could be demanding.
As a result, your perspective will
change You might want to
rethink a particular situation.
The Stars Show the Kind of Lots of talking helps iron out a
problem.
Day You'll Have: 5-1.).
4-Positi\ e. 3-Aserage: 2-So-so, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might be more easyI -Dithuult
going than in the past. Still, you
need to adapt. not only to a
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your friendship defines a changing financial situation, but
relationship, especially as the also to a transformation involving
other party initially is not as a friend or loved one. Just relax
enthusiastic as you are. A ten- - 1 will be easy. Let someone
dency of yours to go overboard else take the lead.
comes out. Perhaps you need to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
relax more. Make plans to start **** You are as frisky as can
the weekend as early as possi- be. You might wonder why you
are heading in a direction that
ble.
has a dead end Perhaps it is the
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
process
you enioy more than the
**** Understand your role,
which could change rapidly dur- end results Be open to a posiing the day An associate finally tive change and new opportuniopens up because of your ties
efforts, and you'll take the lead in SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
moving a situation forward. You **** Pressure builds from the
easily could go to extremes if morning into the afternoon. You
you are not careful Accept a call might feel as it you cannot handle what is on your plate until
from a friend
you get a wonderful Idea for a
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have an opportunity solution Relax, and weigh the
to break a pattern and head in a pros and cons Use your imagi-

nation

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to continue an irritating conversation to
fully understand where someone
is coming from You could be
overtired or dragged down by
your own thoughts. Express your
imagination and sense of determination
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Handle financial matters
early on in the day You could be
subject to drifting thoughts in the
afternoon, though there might be
a great idea embedded in those
daydreams Follow your instincts
with a much-needed conversation with a sibling or neighbor
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Use the morning to the

I,

max, when you are at your
prime. Communication among
friends or associates reveals
some nuggets of information you
will want to hear. You might
decide to check out those facts.
or you could invest some time in
a project.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** As the day goes on. you
feel better and better. Use the
morning for quieter activities, like
doing research or reading the
paper. Your perspective on a trip
or possible heartfelt venture
opens up.
BORN TODAY
Actress Cameron Diaz (1972),
actress Shirley Booth (1898)
***

•

*

•

•

*

•
•
*
•
•
•
•

4.0

POPT A,PEI:

SHEBA.
Cattle Dog
(Blue Heeler) Mix,
female, eight months old
Australian

BUCKWHEAT:

Domestic Medium Hair Buff, male, eight weeks

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

for more information C ronta( 1

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
•
•
•
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Looking Back
Ten )ears ago
ice employee, received her forPictured is the demolition of mal induction as a Murray City
ni‘ersity Tire & Auto building. Police Officer at City Hall.
located on Main Street. AccordThe Federal Materials Compaing to Ronny Blakely of R&M
ny held a ribbon cutting ceremoTrucking and Excavating. the area ny for its new facility in Murray.
the building once stood on has
Local banks have reported a
been purchased by Murray State penny shortage in the area and
University and w ill be transformed
persons are urged to exchange
into a parking lot.
their coins for spending money.
Mrs. Mildred Beak of the Olive
Mike Overcast, field office mancommunity in Marshall County. ager of the Murray branch of the
will celebrate her 90th birthday Jackson Purchase Production CredSept_ X.
it Association, attended a comOwen Billington celebrated his modity marketing seminar in Chica90th birthday Aug. 17 with a open go.
house on Aug. 18.
Forty years ago
Paige Conklin celebrated her secBrent Austin, Brad Boone, Barry
ond birthday Aug.4. with her father, Wells and Tim Wallin. of Boy
Keith. whose birthday is Aug. 14 Scout Troop 77 received Eagle
and grandfather. Bob Conklin, Rank, the highest in scouting. at
whose birthday is Aug. 17.
Court of Honor.
Twenty years ago
Births reported include twin boys
Recent births reported at Mur- to Mr. and Mrs. Billy K. Wood,
ray-Calloway County Hospital for Aug. 24; and a girl to Mr. and
Aug. 25 include a boy to Eliza- Mrs. Gaylon Loyd Outland. Aug.
beth and John O'Bryan.. Benton 25.
and a boy to Tina and Randy
Fifty years ago
King.
Cynthia Ezell showed Senior
Students from Connie Smith Champion female of Shorthorn
Gymnastics who competed in a bred. Kathleen Madrey showed
gymnastics meet at Angel's Gym- Reserve Junior Champion and
nastics Center. Cadiz were Alissa Reserve Champion Shorthorn
Volp. Nicole Steiner. Jenny Col- female. and Gary Ezell showed
son. Marjorie Burbridge. Alicia Junior Yearling Shorthorn Heifer.
Eaves and Kimberly Davis.
which placed first in its class at
In high school golf. the Cal- Purchase District Fair.
loway County Lady Lakers beat
Lt. Col. R. Dale Parker. son
Murray High. Kelly Gupton's 50 of Mr. and Mrs. R.R. Parker, Murpaced Calloway to a nine-stroke ray. has completed a tour of duty
win 221-230.
in Korea and has been assigned
The Murray Fire Department to Pentagon, Washington, D.C.
added a new member to its staff
Sixty years ago
at Station No. 2. Buzzy. a 6A feature story on Joel Crawmonth-old dalmation. The dog was ford, who has traveled over 225.0(K)
donated by Marcia Combs, of miles as a mail carrier is pubMurray.
lished. It was written by Joette
A feature story about Mel and Lassiter.
Ruth Day. of Hamlin. a couple
Births reported include a boy
who have volunteered with the to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Young,
American Red Cross for the past Aug. 25: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
10 years. was included in this William Perry and a girl to Mr.
day's edition.
and Mrs. Loman McDougal, both
John F. Wood was named direc- on Aug. 26.
tor of "The Front Porch Swing,"
Murray Training School will
a ladies barbershop chorus from
open Sept. 8 for 1952-53 school
the Murray area.
year, according to Esco Gunter.
Thirty years ago
director.
Joye Mills. a two-year city serv-

Transgender woman must deal
with new foreseen change
DEAR ABM': I am a confused transwoman. I have been
in a committed relationship for
years with a woman who knew
me before "the change." I have
lied to myself for a long time
about what gender I have been
attracted to. and now its coming
back to haunt me.
As I have
gone through
several years
changing. my
on fi de nc e
and emotional depth have
grown. I successfully transitioned two
years ago,and
live and work
as a woman.
This means
By Abigail
when I go to
Van Buren
clubs and bars
with other girlfriends. I attract
male attention in a positive way.
(I'm attractive and pass well.)
The problem is. my attraction
to women is fading and men are
now much more appealing. My
pulse races at the idea of spending time in the company of men,
but no longer with women. who
are now more like sisters than
anything else.
My relationship with my current female spouse has become
that of a housemate or female
family member. She was there for
me during my changes. and now
I feel I am evolving away from
her. This upsets me. and I know
it upsets her because we have talked
about the possibility that this might
occur. Now I'm worried about
breaking her heart, but feel if I
don't move on. I will have cheated myself out of living.
What should I do? Should I
swallow my feelings and stay with
her, or admit that in order to feel
like a heterosexual woman I must
leave and be in a relationship
with a man? Help! -- LOST
ANGEL
DEAR LOST: I.discussed your

Dear Abby

letter with Denise Leclair. the
executive director a the International Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE). who tells me that
what you're experiencing is not
unusual. Transgender people can
be so consumed with gender issues
that they are sometimes unfocused
on whom they are really attracted to.
While I can't make this decision for you, you can get some
helpful input from IFGE. Founded in 1987. it offers support and
educational services for and about
gender-variant persons -- including referrals to medical and psychological professionals. You can
email IFGE at info@ifge.org.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: Thanks for the
wonderful letters and sage advice
over the years. I can't tell you
how many columns I have clipped
and shared.
Some years ago when I was
teaching in Massachusetts. a dear
friend. Pat, told me about something she did that impressed me.
Every year on her birthday. she
sent flowers to her parents with
a note thanking them for their
love and support. I adopted her
idea.
We have a Mother's Day and
a Father's Day, but isn't Pat's idea
wonderful? Many parents would
be thrilled to receive flowers from
their child on his or her birthday.especially when a note accompanies the bouquet. After all, the
parents gave the children life and
nurturing. It seems only right that
children should show their appreciation at that special time. Please
share this idea with your readers.
-- FORMER TEACHER IN
ATHENS, GA.
DEAR TEACHER:Thank you
for sharing your friend's tradition.
It's not the first time I've heard
this, but I'm pleased to share her
terrific idea with those who are
receptive.
P.S. If flowers aren't in the
budget. a handwritten note of
appreciation costs nothing.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 29.
the 242nd day of 2012. There are
124 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1862. the Bureau of Engraving and Printing began operations
at the United States Treasury.
On this date:
In 1533. the last Incan King
of Peru,Atahualpa(ah-tuh-WAHL'puh), was executed on orders of
Spanish
conqueror
Francisco
Pizarro.
In 1877. the second president
of The Church of Jesus Christ of
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Vision improves significantly
following corneal transplant
DEAR DOCTOR K: My eye
was severely injured in an accident and I am scheduled to have
a corneal transplant. What will
happen during this procedure?
DEAR READER: The cornea
is the clear, round 'window' of
tissue at the front of your eye.
Light enters your eye from the
cornea, then travels through the
pupil and the
lens, falling
on the retina,
the light-sensing part of the
eye. A damaged cornea
can cause significant vision
loss. If this
is
damage
irreversible, a
corneal transBy
Dr. Anthony plant often is
the best soluKomaroff
tion
In a corneal transplant. your
eye surgeon removes the damaged area of cornea and replaces
it with a section of healthy cornea.
The new cornea comes from a
deceased organ donor.
A corneal transplant is usually done as an outpatient procedure. An intravenous (IV) line is
placed in your arm to deliver fluids and Medications. You are given
a sedative and local anesthesia to
numb your eye and the surrounding area.
You remain awake during the
procedure. Your doctor and nurse
will make sure you are comfortable and pain-free. The surgical
team uses special techniques to
keep your eyes open so you don't
have to worry about blinking.
The eye surgeon will measure
your eye to determine the size of
the cornea that is needed, and
then cut the donor cornea to the
right size. The surgeon will remove
the damaged cornea, then the
donor cornea will be stitched into
place using very fine nylon sutures
(surgical threads).
Once the transplant is in place.

Dr. Komaroff

the surgeon may adjust the sutures
Your eye will be covered with a
soft eye patch and hard eye shield.
The period right after the surgery and for the next several
weeks is critical to the success
of the surgery. As your eye heals,
you will need to protect your eye,
even while you are sleeping. The
sutures may be removed after several months or left in place permanently.
Special steroid eyedrops will
help prevent your body from rejecting the transplanted cornea. Still.
rejection is the most common
complication. This happens when
the body's immune system identifies the donor cornea as "foreign" and attacks it. In most cases.
this can be treated successfully with
medication.
The corneal transplant also can
become infected. This, too, is usually successfully treated with medicine.
If there are no donor corneas
available, or if several transplants
have been rejected. synthetic
corneas are available. They are
not rejected by the immune system because they are not seen as
foreign tissue.
Most people find that their
vision improves significantly following a corneal transplant. Expect
your vision to improve gradually
over a period of months.
There were a few experiments
with corneal transplantation in the
early 20th century. However, it
was in December 1954. at Harvard Medical School, (that organ
transplantation -- CORNEAL
TRANSPLANTATION,
OR
TRANSPLANTATION IN GENERAL1 began in earnest. The
remarkable success of organ transplantation is one of medicine's great
achievements over the past halfcentury.
Dr. Konsaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AslcDoctorK.cons, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

Jackson was born in Gary. Ind.
In 1962. Malvin R. Goode began
covering the United Nations for
ABC-TV. becoming network television's first black reporter.
In 1972. swimmer Mark Spitz
of the United States on the third
of his seven gold medals at the
Munich Olympics. finishing first
in the 200-meter freestyle.
In 1982. Academy Award-winning actress Ingrid Bergman died
in London on her 67th birthday.
In 1987. Academy Award-winning actor Lee Marvin died in
Tucson, Afiz.. at age 63.
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couple of minutes to he absorbed.
THE
Gently fold in the coconut and
RETURN
nuts. Next, add the whipped topOF
ping and marshmallows. Don't
PISTACHIO
overmix! Place in the refrigeraAMBROSIA
Dear tor for at least an hour or so
Heloise: before eating. So easy, yet so deliHelp! I can- cious! — Heloise
PS.: Clip this out right now
not find your
recipe for PIS- and tape it inside a kitchen cupTACHIO board door.
AMBROSIA. CAKE DECORATING,'
and my family would like me to
Dear Heloise: I love to bake,
make it! — Marilyn D. in Mass- but I am not very talented when
decorating cakes and cookies. One
achusetts
Oh no, Marilyn! Here is my day. I took a cookie cutter, Placed
Heloise 's Pistachio Ambrosia it on top of the cake I had baked
recipe, which takes just minutes and used it as a guide to make
to make! It is delicious and prob- pretty patterns with powdered
ably won't last long! Gather the sugar. Now I am constantly experimenting and coming up with more
following ingredients:
I can (16 ounces) chunky decorating possibilities after using
sprinkles, frosting. powdered sugar
pineapple
I can (8 ounces) crushed and even melted chocolate! —
Nancy D. in Tennessee
pineapple
How creative! Presentation is
1 small bat instant pistachio
important with desserts. A colorpudding mix
ful, tasty icing can make all the
I cup shredded coconut
1 cup chopped walnuts or difference, too. I have cake decorating ideas using unique icings
pecans
12-16 ounces nondairy whipped in my Heloise 's Cake Recipes pam- •
phlet. which you can have by
topping (thawed)
1 cup miniature marshmallows sending $3 and a long, selfTake the cans of pineapple addressed,stamped(65 cents)envewith juice) and dump into a medi- lope to: Heloise/Cake. P.O. Box
um mixing bowl. Sprinkle the 795001. San Antonio, TX 78279instant pistachio pudding mix over 5001. An easy and simple homethe pineapple and let it sit for a made icing can he made by mix-
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ing powdered sugar, cherry juice
and a drop of vanilla and food
coloring, if needed. Spread on
your favorite white or golden cake.
Enjoy! — Heloise

GOODBYE, GREASE
Dear Heloise: After cooking
ground meat and draining off the
grease. I never feel like I get enough
of the grease off. To solve this
problem. I lay paper towels on a
plate, place the cooked ground
meat on top of the towels, place
more paper towels on top and
gently press down with my hands.
Even when there appears to be hardly any grease. I always get some
transferred to the paper towels.
— Kay D. in Indiana
WARM PASTA
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
that I have used for years: While
boiling pasta. I take the bowl that
I plan to serve the finished pasta
dish in and fill it with hot water
straight from the kitchen faucet.
I let it sit next to the sink on a
trivet.
Once the pasta is cooked. I
pour it into a strainer in the sink,
letting the water drain out. Meanwhile. I dump the water out of
the serving bowl and wipe all
remaining water out before adding
the pasta and sauce. I now have
a warm bowl, which keeps the
pasta from cooling as we eat dinner. — LW., via email
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Hints From Heloise
Latter-Day Saints, Brigham Young.
died in Salt Lake City, Utah. at
age 76.
In 1944. 15.000 American
troops marched down the Champs
Elysees (shahms ay-lee-ZAY') in
Paris as the French capital continued to celebrate its liberation
from the Nazis.
In 1957, the Senate gave final
congressional approval to a Civil
Rights Act after South Carolina
Sen. Strom Thurmond (then a
Democrat) ended a filibuster that
had lasted 24 hours.
In 1958, pop superstar Michael
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IN MY OPINION,IF YOU
THROW THAT SALL ONE MORE
TIME,YOU'RE NEVER 60IN6
TO SEE IT AGAIN..
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Owed amount
Layers
Car bar
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Small bottle
Dull finishes
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Sun-powered
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Humorist Barry
Way to go
Dark rodents
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